You're looking at an Acousti-Seal® 900 operable wall system, photographed during an actual heat transmission test recorded with infrared photography. Acousti-Seal® 900: the first operable wall system in the world with measurable insulating value (U Factor rating). Letting you keep warm or cool air where you need it, saving you money.

For more information on Acousti-Seal 900, Divisiflex® 304 and other innovative operable wall systems, see your Modernfold distributor. Or write Modernfold, Box 310, New Castle, Indiana 47362.

Modernfold
An American-Standard Company
Doors
The largest design selection in the world

Carved wood, Bonded Hardwood, Sculpturewood, Hydroformed Metal, Bonded Bronze, Tempered Glass.
Forms & Surfaces Box 5215 Santa Barbara, CA 93108 (805) 969-4767
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Owens-Corning Sound Screen.
Designed so your design gets noticed. Not ours.

We don’t expect people at work to appreciate the classic lines of our Sound Screen system. They may not notice the handsome fabric covering. Or how beautifully the screens fit together. They may never see the electrical raceway hidden in the base or the shelf-hanging capability. And they can’t possibly know that their privacy comes from our special sound-absorbent Fiberglas* core inside each panel.

What they will notice is what really matters: the total landscape you’ve created.

For a free Sound Screen catalog, color selector, and booklet, "Speech Privacy in the Open Office," write T.C. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

*T.M. Reg. O.-C.F. @O.-C.F. Corp. 1978
Washington: A Capital City
Some reasons for optimism, even enthusiasm, about its prospects—Donald Canty

The Federal Triangle: Hidden Treasures of a Walled City—Lois Craig
They may soon be brought to light, and it brought to new life

The Maturing of the Nation's Most Important Park—Benjamin Forgey
Shaped over a 200-year period, it is emerging much as early planners intended

The Unbuilt Capital: Lost Plans for Washington—Wilcomb E. Washburn and Kathryn Cousins
The city has generated more than its share of grand urban visions

Maintaining the Fabric of an 'American Paradise'
In St. Croix, new efforts to save landmark buildings—Neil Letson

Using Wind Tunnels as Tools for Designing and Adapting Buildings
A San Juan pool and grandstand fitted for athletic games—Ralph H. Crump

Cover: Photo by Robert Lautman of one of a pair of circular staircases in the elevator lobbies of the post office building, Federal Triangle, Washington, D.C. (See p. 22)
July 12-14: Course on How to Prepare an Economic Impact Assessment, University of California, Berkeley.


July 12-14: Course on Housing and Community Development Law, University of California, Berkeley.

July 14-16: Conference and Exhibit on Solar 78 Northwest, Sheraton Hotel, Portland, Ore. 97204. Contact: Peter Smealie, AIA Research Corp., Room 610, Portland, Ore. 97204.


Aug. 1: Abstracts deadline, call for papers, international symposium on the behavior of building systems and building components, to be held Mar. 8-9, 1979, at Vanderbilt University. Contact: Fred W. Beaufait, P.O. Box 1533, Station B, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 37235.


Aug. 18-20: Participatory Design Conference, University of California, Santa Cruz. Contact: Larry Smith, Smith and Associates Inc., using the more than two years' experience we have had with the collector on our downtown Detroit roof.

South America. Contact: IFLA, Arco Salvo, 12 Julio, 1050, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Contact: IFLA, Arco Salvo, 12 Julio, 1050, Buenos Aires, Argentina.


June 3-7, 1979: AIA convention, Kansas City, Mo.

LETTERS

Architects in the Hall of Fame: My wife and I are members of the coalition committee formed by the National Sculpture Society to save the Hall of Fame for Great Americans from abandonment and possible demolition.

The classical structure in the Bronx, N.Y., was designed by Stanford White. Here Presidents and statesmen, scientists, humanitarians, authors, military leaders, educators and other are commemorated by a commissioned bronze bust and a tablet with appropriate words regarding the national leaders' accomplishments.

To date, about 35 organizations are represented on the coalition committee, and all—including AIA—have written letters of support.

Some historic information of interest to architects is not generally known. Ten members of AIA have been candidates for the Hall of Fame, but none was elected. Seven of the ten architects are listed in the chart that accompanied an article entitled "An Architectural Family Tree That Traces the Paths to Fame" by Roxanne Williamson in the January issue. These architects are Henry Bacon, Charles Bullnich, Daniel Hudson Burnham, Richard Morris Hunt, Charles Follen McKim, Henry Hobson Richardson and Louis Sullivan.

Nominations for the Hall of Fame are no longer accepted. A few of my selections for some possible future nominations are: Robert Mills of South Carolina, the first American native born architect, who designed the Washington Monument in the nation's capital; Stanford White of McKim, Mead & White, who designed the Hall of Fame as well as the adjacent Gould Library; Raymond M. Hood, who deserves selection for Rockefeller Center alone, and William Rush of Philadelphia, this nation's first native born sculptor.

E. James Gambaro, FAIA
Brooklyn Chapter/AIA
New York City

Underground Architecture: Terrific roundup of underground architecture in the April issue, which included the Terra Cotta Elementary School by Davis, Smith & Carter (p. 44). The evacuated tube solar collector system at Terracotta was designed by Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates Inc., using the more than two years' experience we have had with the collector on our downtown Detroit roof.

James P. Gallagher
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates Inc.
Detroit

I am always astonished and forever a believer that the pen is mightier than the sword. The point in question is the underground monastery church designed by Stanley Tigerman, FAIA (p. 42). It seems the author has more imagination than the architect. I cannot believe that anyone could say that this contemporary structure recalls a crown of thorns. Little is followed of the revised Vatican II liturgy of the Roman Catholic Church.

The author suggests that the altar could be placed in the center of the congregation. This would make a greater mortal sin with regard to the new liturgy of the church.

Awards in architecture, motion pictures and television's arts and sciences are too numerous, frivolous and worthless. Only the test of time is truly the judge of any work of architecture. Surely, this building will never go down in history as a terne metal crown of thorns.

As for the energy-saving berm, again this was a device used by architects long before energy conservation was considered a serious matter in this country. The church was designed purely for other reasons than energy design, such as architectural gymnastics, as is so often the case in ecclesiastical architecture today.

We have a considerable quantity in church architecture in the U.S., but almost no quality. It appears the Eastern section of the country has taken over creative architectural quality for the Midwest. We also look to Europe now and in the past for its creative genius in ecclesiastical architecture. This is not to condemn all American architects who work in church design, but only to restate that quality is hard to find—and to finance and build.

James R. Cronin, AIA
Palos Heights, Ill.
For harsh, destructive atmospheres, Inryco’s Duofinish 700™ on our steel walls and roofs is the toughest finish you can get.

Inryco’s Duofinish 700 is a two-component oven-cured urethane finish over galvanized steel that resists the worst kind of industrial pollution, corrosion and abrasion. (Ask us for our test data.) Duofinish 700 outperforms other finishes because of its surface coat of urethane, used for years to protect vulnerable equipment like refineries and ocean drilling rigs. The rugged urethane is backed by an oven-cured corrosion resistant epoxy primer that strengthens the bond between the urethane and the ASTM G-90 galvanized steel.

Works Inside, too. Harsh corrosive and abrasive atmospheres aren’t only found outside. They’re inside, too. Duofinish 700 can be used on the interior of an industrial building just as effectively as on the exterior. Its smooth, white reflective surface resists corrosion, cleans easily and enhances light levels.

Duofinish 500: For Normal Conditions. In less hostile environments, where appearance and color retention are important, Duofinish 500™, Inryco’s two-coat, oven-cured Kynar finish delivers reliable, long-life performance. Test data is available upon request.

We’d like to tell you more about □ Duofinish 700 and □ Duofinish 500 used on our panels. Please check your area of interest, fill out the coupon below and mail it to the address shown here.

Name_____________________
Firm_____________________
Address_____________________
City_________________ State________ Zip_____

INRYCO, INC., Building Panels Division
Dept. E, 4127 W. Burnham Street
Milwaukee, WI 53201
NO ONE ELSE HAS IT.
Only Levolor Genus Blinds have the dramatic brilliance of real chromium.

We've been saying for years that our blinds outshine anything in the industry. With Genus Kroma, we've outdone ourselves.

Here is a mirror finish with a remarkable depth of brilliance. There isn't an interior it wouldn't enhance.

And if you feel the outside of your building should be more neutral, you can choose one of a number of decorator colors.

To achieve the elegant look of Genus Kroma took a brilliant stroke of technology: a complex process that actually fuses chromium to the base. It looks like chrome because it is chrome.

We didn't stop with Kroma finish, either. There are Genus warm wood finishes. And a variety of Genus plaid color combinations.

But the beauty of Levolor Blinds is more than surface deep. Mechanically, they're as foolproof as modern engineering can make them.

All moving parts in the head are simple yet ingenious: precisely designed and assembled to stand up to the roughest usage. And they are guaranteed for the life of the blind.

The fact is, Levolor set the standard for the entire blind industry. Almost every other manufacturer uses devices and techniques originated by us.

What's more, the Genus is only one member of a full line of Levolor Blinds. You can also choose from:

The Levolor Riviera Blind, in over 150 designer colors. The Levolor Woven Aluminum Shades. The unique Galaxy Sun Controller that installs on horizontal surfaces.

No one else offers so many solutions to your perimeter and fenestration problems. And certainly no one else gives you the range of color and the depth of quality that we do: Levolor.

Please write for additional information:

Levolor's Genus Blinds

Now available for your library, the new Levolor Color Guide. This handsomely slipcased binder has a page for every Levolor color, perforation-marked for clipping sample chips. We update it at no charge.


Circle 5 on information card
Advertising Ban Lifted, Design/Build Test Voted

"We have come to grips with issues that have troubled us for many years. I am truly proud," said Elmer E. Botsai, FAIA, president of the Institute, at the conclusion of the January 1978 convention in Dallas. The delegates, in debate that was emotional, and often passionate, had overturned decisions made in San Diego in 1977, voting with decided majorities to change AIA's ethical rules on two counts. First, the delegates voted almost three to one (1,505 to 528) to permit AIA members to engage in design/build and contracting activities for an experimental three-year period; and second, by 82 percent, they voted to further change the ethical code by lifting AIA's longstanding ban on advertising. This proposal yielded 173.25 delegate votes in favor of unlimited advertising; 177.17 votes in favor of retaining the ban, and 1,568.18 in favor of restricted advertising.

The debate on design/build was lengthy, and sometimes acrimonious, while that on advertising, in striking contrast, was brief as the delegates faced what one of them called "the inevitable."

The design/build bylaw change was proposed on the basis of a report of a task force composed of Harold C. Fleming, Hon. AIA, Institute public director; Jerome M. Cooper, FAIA, and John M. McGinty, FAIA, past Institute president. The report, previously endorsed unanimously by the board, calls for a three-year experimental period during which time AIA members are permitted to engage in design/build and contracting activities. A committee would ascertain the number of AIA members engaged in construction and the effect on membership, make an analysis of risk/reward, including liability, and of the impact upon the scope of AIA services required as well as of shifts in perception by both society and AIA members as the role of the architect.

This disciplined experiment "could be changed at any time," Botsai said. According to the report, the board at its March 1981 meeting could recommend to end the experiment and the permissive rules, to end the experiment and permanently adopt the ethical rules or to continue or modify the experiment for another three years. Fleming, who presented the report to the convention, said, however, that this would not become policy by exhaustion.

The new wording of the ethical code spells out guidelines and safeguards. For the first time, it is now permissible for the architect's compensation to be affected by profit or loss on labor and materials. However, the code states that "members of AIA should serve their clients competently and exercise unprejudiced professional judgment in their behalf."

Speaking in favor of the report, McGinty said that the issue was not just design/build, but "a much more fundamental question of our response to change." Members could "defend the status quo by erecting a wall around ourselves and limiting our numbers, or we can see in the challenge an opportunity to extend our influence into new areas of endeavor," he said.

There are risks in both approaches, McGinty said. The risk of the status quo is the "diminishing effect of the architect's professional and moral influence," and the risk in change is "that we might lose our way on unfamiliar ground and sacrifice by dilution the knowledge and principles we started out with." The way of the task force report, he said, was to accept society's challenge for greater involvement of the profession in the building process, with risks minimized "by some very specific ethical guidelines to help those who elect to practice in this new manner."

Jerome Cooper, who had opposed design/build at the 1977 convention, said that the report, which he supported, was not a solution but a process toward a solution. He said that it was still his belief that "the workings of contemporary society are far too intricate and the construction process far too complex for the architect to believe that he can utilize the design/build process to return himself to the once-hallowed and sometimes mythical position of the master builder." He said that he still believes that to engage in design/build and contracting activities means a descent "into the quagmire of conflict of interest," causing architects to be cast as adversaries of their clients, who will then "turn to others for objective and unblemished advice."

Cooper said that his greatest fear, however, was the divisiveness of the issue. If an answer to the problem exists, he said, it can only be found through controlled experimentation. Members, he said, should "join together and recognize that there may be reasonable points on both sides of the issue."

Scott Ferebee, FAIA, former Institute president, spoke in opposition to the report, urging delegates to not give up "true professionalism." E. William Marshall, FAIA, also a former president, called for AIA to be united in its approach, regardless of the outcome.

Before the vote was called, the California council/AIA withdrew a proposal which called for a change in the ethical code to permit members to perform services "where compensation is derived from the building process." George Bis continued on page 12
Introducing APA Sturd-I-Floor.

Single-layer flooring with a new grade-trademark that doesn't take a Sherlock Holmes to figure out.

STURD-I-FLOOR®
24oc
T&G
23/32 INCH
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR GLUE

Did you know that APA's new Sturd-I-Floor® system is a snap to specify because span ratings, thickness and so on are stamped right on every panel?
That it's easy to install, saves money and meets codes?
That Sturd-I-Floor panels are engineered and manufactured to meet rigorous and exacting single-floor performance criteria?
And that the APA grade-trademark means quality as well as economy?
Did you know all that?

For details send in the coupon, or write American Plywood Association, P.O. Box 2277, Dept. AA-068, Tacoma, WA 98401.

American Plywood Association, Dept. AA-068
P.O. Box 2277
Tacoma, WA 98401

☐ Please send me more information on APA Sturd-I-Floor®
☐ I'd like an APA field man's assistance.

Plywood cuts costs. Not quality.
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Vulcraft enters the steel deck business and tops its own joists and joist girders.
This ad may come as a surprise to those accustomed to Vulcraft joist advertisements.
But the nation's largest producer of steel joists and joist girders has entered the steel deck business.
Because the first thing most of you do after ordering our joists and joist girders, is to order steel deck from someone else.
But now you can get it all from one source: Vulcraft. And since we're now the only company in the country manufacturing both steel deck and steel joists, you come out on top.
You save time by combining the engineering, design, and detailing functions.
You shorten construction schedules, because we can deliver joists, joist girders, and steel deck all in one shipment, with our own fleet of trucks.
You solve problems quickly, because you have access to Vulcraft's nationwide sales and service force.

You save paperwork by dealing with only one company.
And you can rely on Vulcraft quality, because our deck is produced with the same high standards and reliability that we've established in the joist business.
For these reasons, there's no reason for you to look beyond Vulcraft when you're ready to order steel deck.
Just contact your local Vulcraft representative.
Or write Vulcraft, Department SD, P.O. Box 220646, Charlotte, North Carolina 28222, for our steel deck catalog. Or call 704/366-7000.
P.O. Box 3009, Florence, S.C. 29501  803/662-0381
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, Ala. 35967    205/843-2460
P.O. Box 186, Grapeland, Tx. 77544    713/687-4665
P.O. Box 59, Norfolk, Neb. 68701    402/371-0020
P.O. Box 1000, St. Joe, Ind. 46785    219/337-5411

VULCRAFT is now equipped to deck you.

Circle 7 on information card
Going On from page 8

sell, FAIA, of Newport Beach, Calif., said that the proposal had been submitted before the task force report was seen. Thus, convention delegates voted on only two issues: to keep the status quo or to accept the task force report.

The new ethical code which was approved calls, among other things, for the owner to receive written notice "of the existence of the member's conflict of interest," and that the owner have for review during the design/construction process the terms of construction subcontracts and other data. Also, the owner "shall be fully informed of the cost and other consequences of any proposed change." Further, the "professional authority and responsibility of the design architect" shall be protected.

In the discussion on advertising, Botsai told the delegates there were three choices: the prohibition only of advertising that is deceptive and misleading; a "moderate liberalization" of the ethical standards, or no change in the code of ethics. A vote for the third choice, he said, would "guarantee lawsuits" and conflicts with the Department of Justice.

Speaking in favor of liberalization of the ethical standards on advertising, Thomas H. Teasdale, AIA, a board member, said that "nobody has beat the Justice Department on this issue." Unless the delegates acted, he said, it might end up with the Justice Department writing AIA's ethical rules. Speaking in opposition of this view, J. L. Clement, AIA, of Dallas, said that a change "would be like wagging our tails for the Justice Department." He said that this is a question of principle and one worth fighting for to the end.

The liberalized change which carried permits AIA members to buy "dignified advertisements" only in the print media. The advertising firm may indicate its name, address, telephone number, staff, description of fields of practice in which qualified and availability and costs of basic services. Prohibited are testimonials, photographs or comparative references to other architects.

Both the design/build and advertising changes in the rules of professional conduct go into effect on July 1, 1978.

Aside from the ethics changes, the resolutions causing most debate concerned continuing education and recertification.

The convention passed a resolution which states that "AIA does not advocate adoption of license renewal or maintenance legislation by the states." It says that in those states actively considering or establishing a license renewal requirement that it is AIA's belief that such requirement "should be based upon broad professional development principles."

Except for the matter of design/build, passions ran highest over debate on whether continuing education as a condition for AIA membership should continue to be studied. President Botsai twice relinquished the chair to First Vice President Ehrman B. Mitchell Jr., FAIA, and the debates and sundry proposed amendments and discussions of language caused frequent conferences regarding parliamentary procedures.

Botsai, who left the chair because of "prejudice," spoke from the floor as a delegate at large. The resolution under consideration, submitted by the Grand Valley chapter, resolved that "AIA shall not make continuing education a mandatory requirement for membership" in the Institute.

Botsai, who viewed the resolution as a "foreclosure" on a study of whether continuing education should be a requirement for AIA membership, called this "one of the most important resolutions of this decade." To foreclose further study, he said, "is to say that we are so perfect that we cannot tolerate improvement of our standards of professional development."

He called for AIA members "to stand up and say we wish to lead."

Those in favor of the resolution said that architects are educated every day on the job. "We are free citizens," said one delegate, "and we do not want AIA to take away this freedom" by the imposition of mandatory continuing education. Scott Ferebee predicted that continuing education as a requirement for membership would reduce the membership by half.

Burth Beall Jr., FAIA, chairman of the continuing education committee, reminded the delegates that a vote in favor of the resolution would stop an orderly process. He asked for continued development of proposed standards, saying that AIA must continue to pursue a standard of excellence and aim toward a professional society which "goes beyond licensing."

The resolution was defeated by a standing vote of the delegates, after which Botsai said that AIA's policy is to continue to study the matter of professional development as a possible requisite for membership and that it must be brought back again for vote in some future convention.

An amendment to a resolution regarding convention site selection also led to another spat of heated debate. The amendment, submitted by the California council and endorsed by the New England region, asks that criteria for the selection of future convention sites include the criteria that conventions "shall only be held in states that have ratified the Equal Rights Amendment." This would take effect in 1980 and would no longer apply after passage or defeat of the ERA. Beverly A. Willis, AIA, of San Francisco spoke for the amendment, asking the delegates to vote in its favor "for the sake of human justice and dignity."

Those in favor said that it was time for AIA to stand for equal justice; those opposed said the amendment was unfair to those who live in states which have already refused to pass the ERA, and that they should not be penalized by what some consider to be an "illegal boycott."

The standing vote was so close that the chairman called for a written vote. The amendment won by a vote of 1,157.90 to 774.85. The resolution in toto calls for the establishment of a task force "to prepare selection criteria, selection process and convention objectives for action by the board no later than the 1978 annual meeting." According to the amendment, one criterion to be considered is whether the state in which the convention is to be held has ratified the ERA.

In other convention business, Charles E. Schwing, FAIA, of Baton Rouge, La., was elected first vice president to succeed Ehrman Mitchell as president in 1980. Elected to vice presidency were Robert C. Broshar, AIA; James M. Harris, AIA, and R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA. Robert M. Lawrence was re-elected to a two-year term as secretary. Joseph F. Thomas, FAIA, will continue as treasurer. The newly elected officers will assume their responsibilities in January 1979.

1748 Roman Map Redrawn

In Sections by Architects

Twelve internationally known architects, including four from this country, were asked by the Italian Ministry of Transportation to participate in an exhibition that opened in Rome's Markets of Trajan in May. The four American architects are Romaldo Giurgola, FAIA, New York City; Michael Graves, AIA, Princeton, N.J.; Colin Rowe, Ithaca, N.Y., and Robert Venturi, FAIA, Philadelphia.

The exhibition, entitled "Rome Interrupted," features a 1748 map of Rome by Giovanni Battista Nolli. The map was divided into 12 rectangular segments to facilitate the printing of the original plates. Each participating architect has continued on page 16
Slope to drain...at lower cost...with more efficient insulation...and greater design freedom! Specify PERMALITE Perlite Aggregate concrete, poured in place with a slope to drain on a level roof deck. For a new slant on getting water off your roof as you insulate, call your local Permalite man or write for Bulletin C.A.

GREFCO, Inc./Building Products Division,
3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90010.

Permalite®
A subsidiary of General Refractories Company.
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PPG glass helps cast a new masterpiece in bronze.
The Hyatt Regency Dearborn: A breathtaking, crescent-shaped sculpture standing near downtown Dearborn with its great wings spread in warm welcome.

Its form, with its deep, rich bronze appearance, has made the Hyatt Regency an almost instant magnet for people. Which, after all, is the whole idea of a great hotel.

The beautiful concave glass curtain wall is formed of PPG Solarban® 575 Bronze Twindow® units. The architect called them “the absolutely perfect material for such a powerful esthetic statement.”

However, PPG Solarban window units provide much more than beauty. They are high-performance, reflective, insulating glass units that conserve energy by reducing solar heat gain. On hot summer days they cut conducted heat gain. And in winter they reduce conducted heat loss for additional energy savings.

Learn more about how PPG Solarban Twindow units can glorify your next design. See Sweet’s 8.26/Pg, or contact your local PPG architectural representative for information about any of our family of high-performance glasses.

Or write to: PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

The Luckman Partnership, inc., Architects, Los Angeles, California, utilized these performance characteristics of PPG Solarban 575 Bronze Twindow units for the Hyatt Regency Dearborn:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shading coefficient</th>
<th>0.23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U-Value (winter)</td>
<td>0.35 Btu/hr-sq ft·F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Value (summer)</td>
<td>0.31 Btu/hr-sq ft·F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative heat gain</td>
<td>51 Btu/hr-sq ft, when ASHRAE Solar Heat Gain Factor is 200 Btu/hr-sq ft and the outdoor air temperature is 14 F warmer than the indoor air temperature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owner: Ford Motor Land Development Corporation
Operator: Hyatt Hotel Corporation, Burlingame, California
produced a scheme for one of the 12 sectors, using the Nolli map as a base for "interventions"—additions and/or subtractions in the design of the assigned sector. The aim of the exhibition is to make contemporary urban assumptions from the Nolli plan.

Each architect was allowed to specify the activities considered appropriate to his assigned sector. For example, at right (top) is the Nolli plan for the Porta Maggiore sector of Rome. Below it is Michael Graves' scheme for this sector, showing a large keystone garden surrounded by housing and cultural and commercial activities that have been newly designed or reinstated from earlier Roman periods.

A collage of the 12 new proposals has been reassembled into a single map which is exhibited adjacent to the original Nolli plan. Also, there are 12 separate sections displayed, one for each architect, with descriptions of each proposed scheme. After the exhibition closes in Rome, it will travel to Paris, London and New York City.

Design Center Directors Form a National Group

A representative group of directors of the 80 community design centers across the country met at AIA headquarters recently and established the national Community Design Centers Directors Association (CDCDA). The purpose of the new organization is "to promote the interests of the not-for-profit community-oriented architectural and planning services organizations." Toni Harris-Gaskin, executive director of the Architects' Community Design Center in Newark, was elected president.

Through its community development committee, AIA has encouraged the development of design centers, providing a forum for their representatives at its conventions for the exchange of ideas and information. In several areas, design centers are affiliated with local AIA chapters; several design center directors represent their regions on the AIA community development committee.

Design centers have the common goal of providing free or low-cost architectural and planning services to individuals and community groups who cannot afford regular fees for such services. The purpose is to improve the quality of life in low-income communities throughout the country.

The first design center was established in New York City's Harlem in 1964. Since that time, similar centers have been formed in both urban and rural areas.

The new national organization of directors is the outcome of the growth of the concept. The design center movement is viewed by many persons as a means of help in overcoming the deterioration of American cities. It is hoped that the new organization will have an impact upon the problem of the quality of life for low-income citizens everywhere in the nation.

For additional information, contact: Toni Harris-Gaskin, Executive Director, Architects' Community Design Center, 370 Orange St., Newark, N.J. 07107.

Addenda to March Issue

Architectural credits in the March issue (p. 19) for the John F. Kennedy memorial and for Thanks-Giving Square in Dallas should have included the name of John Burgee, AIA, who worked with Philip Johnson, FAIA, on the projects. Also in the March issue (p. 82) in an article on the participatory conference on design centers held in Cincinnati, the full name of the AIA committee responsible for the event—the arts and recreation committee—was not given.

GSA Evaluates Furniture In the New HEW Building

The second of GSA's "lessons learned" monographs developed by its design action center has been published. The first was on task/ambient lighting in the Norris Cotton Federal Building in Manchester, N.H. (see April, p. 14). The second, entitled "Lessons Learned: Systems Furniture Evaluation Study," deals with research on user reaction to the furniture selected for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's new Hubert H. Humphrey Building in Washington, D.C.

Among the recommendations made to managers of federal programs is that senior staff members who have private offices are a "powerful deterrent" to worker satisfaction with open office planning and systems furniture. It is also suggested that a sprinkler system be used when systems furniture is specified since the current fuel load requirement places continued on page 72
Haws polymarble fountains meet very demanding requirements at a cost comparable to ordinary fountains. They are durable, attractive, highly resistant to impact and abrasion, and available in white and three colors at no extra cost. The color runs throughout the material, so it won't chalk or fade. Flush-mounted, patented, push-button valves and new heavy-duty bubblers provide excellent vandal resistance.

- Today, many polymarble models are excelling in practical application. For more information and product test results, contact Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 4th & Page Sts., P.O. Box 1999, Berkeley, CA 94701.

Haws offers the world's best drink
Suddenly it has become possible to be not only optimistic, but enthusiastic, about Washington, D.C. Not long ago it was a bitterly divided city, part slum and part clumsy classicism, proclaimed by its most prominent resident, for his own political purposes, the “crime capital of the nation,” a commercial and cultural backwater and, with some notable and noble exceptions, an architectural anachronism.

Today, if we may be permitted a touch of hometown pride, it is one of the nation’s most interesting cities as well as the capital. Crime has been contained, young families are transforming some of the slums—although sometimes to the pain of the poor, it must be said, and admittedly large pockets of decay remain—there is a spurt of private investment downtown, and the cultural (and gastronomic) life of the city has been enormously enriched.

Architecturally the outlook also is generally, if not uniformly, positive. Recent major additions to the capital have gone well beyond the derivative monumentality of prewar years and the bland, stripped-down modern of the immediate postwar era. And the city’s largest client, the federal establishment, is showing a welcome tendency to make its buildings generators of life instead of dead cells in the urban organism.

In this issue, we look at one such effort in the Federal Triangle, the huge red-roofed wedge to the right of the Mall in the
photo (whose elements are diagrammed at left), and at the role of the Smithsonian Institution and myriad others in shaping the Mall itself. (Among the contributions of the Smithsonian and the related National Gallery of Art in the photo are, along the left edge of the Mall from bottom, the Air and Space Museum, the Hirshhorn, and the original red brick towers and sandstone crenelations. Along the right edge from bottom are the new east wing building of the National Gallery, the gallery itself, the Museum of Natural History and the Museum of History and Technology). Quite some contributions.

Our final Washington view is a look at some intriguing schemes for the capital that went unrealized. In some cases it was just as well, but nearly all could be called visionary. For as a center of power and publicity, this is a city that has always encouraged the making of big plans. D.C.
Hidden Treasures of a Walled City

They may soon be brought to light, and the Federal Triangle to new life. By Lois Craig

Midway along the avenue connecting the White House and the U.S. Capitol is a walled city. Here the more mundane work of government is done by thousands of civil servants in gloomy warrens jerry-built into columned edifices originally intended to house in splendor the prideful headquarters of the departments of Commerce, Labor, Justice and Post Office, as well as the Interstate Commerce and Federal Trade commissions, the Internal Revenue Service and the National Archives. Although the impenetrable image of the multibuilding Federal Triangle can be ameliorated by an air view of the honeycomb of courtyards and passages, the pedestrian's experience is one of forbidding stone temples engraved with solemn quotations, landscaped with automobiles and bristling with guards.

But the pedestrian may be in for some surprises in the not-distant future. A law that portends new life for federal buildings, a design competition, an experiment in evaluating interior public spaces, new Pennsylvania Avenue development and an operating subway system may yet animate the public spaces of the wedge-shaped federal enclave that was constructed in the decade from 1928 to 1938. The results could bring to view original splendors of ceremonial spaces, outdoor rooms, New Deal artwork and Art Deco designs, which abound throughout the Triangle. Most of these treasures are now either off limits to the public or buried in the accretions of cheap and banal adaptations to changing administrative needs.

The complex had its roots in the 1902 McMillan commission plan for Washington, which envisioned turning the core of the city into a monumental, neoclassical government center. An eight-block-long land area, which came to be known as the Federal Triangle, was designated for large federal office buildings. But development awaited the advent of President Herbert Hoover and his Secretary of Treasury Andrew Mellon to marshal the arguments and the dollars that would be the cornerstones of the largest public building complex heretofore attempted in this country.

The burgeoning business of government, accomplished in scattered and often leased spaces, was due for a doctrine of centralization and its concomitant assumptions of efficiency and economy. That the megastructure of the state required an architectural megastructure seemed inarguable.

Indeed, under Mellon's style of management, plans for the Triangle proceeded in an atmosphere of remarkable harmony for a major public works project. Mellon's chief architectural adviser, Edward H. Bennett, submitted plans to the Public Buildings Commission, which in turn recommended them to Mellon. The Commission of Fine Arts expressed its long-standing support for a unified composition. Congress obliged with the money and with permission to finesse the traditional practice of using government architects.

The architectural design was then elicited from a board of architectural consultants, selected by Mellon and promised for their public service the design commissions for individual buildings in the Triangle. Serving on the board in addition to Bennett, who presided as chairman, were Louis Ayres, Arthur Brown Jr., William Adams Delano, John Russell Pope and Milton B. Medary (on his death succeeded by his partner, Clarence C. Zantzinger). Louis Simon represented the Treasury Department. When Congress voted the money, Ayres was designing the Department of Commerce; Brown was given Interstate Commerce and Labor; Delano was assigned the circular plaza and Post Office Department facing it; Simon was given the Internal Revenue, and Medary the Department of Justice. Pope later got the Archives building, and Bennett the Apex building.

Although Washingtonians were experiencing a frenzy of postwar architectural aggrandizement and landscape embellishment, the plans for the Federal Triangle were distinctly awesome. In
Lavish ornament for the business of bureaucracy.

spirit, the Beaux-Arts design echoed the palatial Louvre-Tuileries complex in Paris with its colonnades, open courts and arched passageways. But the Triangle site was a third again the size of the Parisian. It was, in fact, about half the land area of Pompeii A.D. 79.

Horizontality was an impressive feature of the Triangle—as it was of other official behemoths rising in Washington in the 1930s. Restricted in the 1910 height act intended to protect the prominence of the Capitol and the Washington Monument, Washington buildings outdid each other in spreading across the landscape. The first building to be completed in the Triangle, the Department of Commerce, covered eight acres and was then the largest office building in the world. Eight hundred persons could be accommodated at one time in its 36 elevators. In length it exceeds the U.S. Capitol as well as the British Houses of Parliament. And it is longer than the Chrysler building is tall.

Even more striking as the Triangle designs proceeded were the outdoor spaces. Commerce alone has six interior courtyards. If completed and landscaped as planned, the grand plaza between Commerce and the western face of the Post Office building and the circular plaza to the east would have been among the largest outdoor rooms in America. The composition was grandly Beaux-Arts.

After thousands of carloads of granite and limestone were hoisted into place on the Triangle, no hint remained of the thoroughly modern steel framework that carried the neoclassic curtain facades. The most extensive uniform cornice line money could buy hid the gutters and downspouts—and the recessed attic floors. Even the once untidy Tiber Creek, prominent in early views of Washington, vanished into a conduit beneath the Department of Commerce and its supporting concrete piles, which, record keepers claimed, if laid end to end would form a line 80 miles long.

Some of the largest stones ever quarried in this country were hewn from Indiana’s limestone hills, roughed down to a shippable tonnage, trimmed again at the National Archives building site and carved into guardian statues for the largest bronze doors in the world. Roman gladiators, Indians, Greek maidens, genii and muscular workmen populated the friezes, pediment panels, high and low reliefs and free-standing statues that described each building’s function. The most commonly used symbol in the Triangle was fasces, a bundle of rods tied around an ax, first used in the Roman Empire to denote authority and power.

Inscriptions on the facades provided additional lessons in history, democratic principles and the contributions of each agency’s work to the progress of civilization. Little could Postmaster General Joseph Holt have imagined the scribbled words of his 1859 report carved in stone. Yet there they were, circling a facade of the monumental Post Office Department building:

“The Post Office Department, in its ceaseless labors, pervades every channel of commerce and every theatre of human enterprise, and while visiting as it does kindly, every fireside, mingles with the throbbings of almost every heart in the land.

“In the amplitude of its beneficence it ministers to all climes, and creeds, and pursuits, with the same eager readiness and with equal fullness of fidelity. It is the delicate ear trump through which alike nations and families and isolated individuals whisper their joys and their sorrows, their convictions and their sympathies, to all who listen for their coming.” Of such incised posturing, Horatio Greenough once wrote, “It is the translation of rhetoric into stone—a feat often fatal to the rhetoric, always fatal to the stone.”

Stone was not the only lavishly ornamental material in the Triangle. A local newspaper criticized the Post Office Department’s use of 3,500 bronze window frames and nickel silver for eight ground floor windows and two entrances as “almost a jeweler’s job.” The Department of Justice building used enough aluminum trim, according to a contemporary account, “to make not only forks and spoons but pots and pans for a whole city.”

One early observer marveled that “a caller at the Justice Department swings open aluminum doors some 20 feet high, boards an aluminum elevator, looks appreciately at bas-reliefs cast in aluminum, runs his hand along aluminum stair railings, looks out aluminum-framed windows and reads by the light of aluminum fixtures. In the Great Court, half the size of most city blocks, is a large aluminum fountain.” Although the masonry facades hewed to their neoclassical orthodoxy, the trim, particularly that in metal, often flourished elegant Art Deco designs.

Lore has it that Secretary Mellon aspired to equal the amenities provided the civil service in London’s Whitehall. The results were certainly not standard federal supply. Marble-
Department of Justice, Art Deco-style: metal elevator doors (above left); aluminum lamps on the main desk of the library (left), and (above) a concrete fresco ceiling, by John Joseph Early, over a portico entrance. Across page, the main lobby of the Department of Commerce, featuring a Renaissance-style ceiling coffered with rosette paneling, richly painted and gilded.
Aluminum and mahogany: ceremonial entrance (right) to the great reception room, Justice Department, featuring 18 tempera-on-canvas panels, the "Great Codifiers of the Law" by Boardman Robinson. The aluminum railings are in a wheat motif. Below, decorative ceiling panels and an aluminum light fixture in an adjoining anteroom. At bottom, the richly carved mahogany paneling in the reception room of the postmaster general's office. Across page, one of the best preserved spaces in the Department of Commerce, the law library.
Encroachments, misuse, and a beloved obstacle.

mosaic flooring, chandeliers, elaborately gilded, painted and coffered ceilings adorned monumental, multistoried lobbies. The interdepartmental auditorium, gilded with gold leaf and flanked by colonnades, soared five stories high. Both the great court and the library of the Department of Justice rose two stories. The reception room of the postmaster general's suite also was carried to two stories to gain a more imposing effect.

Besides cavernous dimensions, executive suites featured private elevators, vaulted ceilings, sumptuous paneling in butternut, oak, cherry, walnut. Spacious libraries and conference rooms were richly paneled and decorated with linear yards of government-commissioned murals. Rare books were kept in specially designed vaults; displays were housed in bronze-framed cases. The model Benjamin Franklin Postal Station in the new departmental building was considered the finest in the country. The Department of Commerce had on its lower level reportedly the largest noncommercial aquarium east of the Mississippi and on its roof a star-gazing observatory for the Coast and Geodetic Survey. The immense patent search room contained two-to-four-story stacks for storage of more than three million patents.

Individual departmental auditoriums, cafeterias, infirmaries, mail systems—it was complete government and, no doubt, a marvel to the 17,700 federal employees who were working there by the mid-1930s. Unlike the ubiquitous cubicle spaces associated with the denizens of contemporary bureaucracy, many of the early interior areas were remarkably open, loft-like spaces with glass partitions to provide better light and to make supervision easier.

For a time, employees also could hope that the promise of the Interior courtyards might be fulfilled. When the architect for the Commerce building presented his designs to the Commission of Fine Arts, he noted that over 60 percent of the million square feet of office space faced on the six interior courts and cautioned, therefore, that “they should be kept clear of all structures and be planted, have fountains, etc., in fact be pleasant and quiet and cool as the parks on which the exterior walls will face....”

To the planners in the late 1920s, the grand ensemble acclaimed the confidence of federal clients in the modern administrative state and in the importance of its trade and commerce. In a fitting symbolism for the time, the three-block-long Commerce building comprised the base of the triangular land parcel and the Federal Trade Commission the apex. Across the Atlantic, similar architectural statements acclaimed more ominous political aspirations.

To anyone of historical bent at the time, like civic planner Elbert Peets, the Triangle also evoked the forgotten intentions of the capital city's first plan by Pierre L'Enfant, which envisioned tree-lined vistas and dispersed federal offices. In fine Washington tradition, planners unmindful of the implications of scale or the separation of government from the life of the city argued their scheme's devotion to L'Enfant's intentions. Peets ironically suggested a statue of L'Enfant at the remaining corner of an earlier planned square. “Let the sanctified hero of American civic art,” wrote Peets, “be shown facing toward the Department of Justice building, violently tearing out his hair.” What additional grief might have been displayed for the later gargantuan FBI building behind the proposed statue can only be imagined.

Despite the cavils of critics about the Romanization of Washington, the public was early caught up in the excitement of superlatives. There were good-humored jokes about size and extravagance. And when President Hoover laid the cornerstone of the Post Office building in 1932, he ascribed a new purpose to the Triangle's construction program—providing employment for the country. “It is part of the sound policy of speeding the growth of Government facilities in time of depression.” Less than two years later, a member of Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal cadre, James A. Farley, would dedicate the new building.

Signs of diminished expectations began to set in. On Jan. 18, 1934, a joint meeting of the board of architectural consultants, the fine arts commission and the National Capital Park and...
Planning Commission approved a general plan for the Triangle—showing that landscaping for the great plaza would include a central panel "executed in grass instead of as a pool." By 1935, the plaza was a crowded parking lot, and no amount of vision or pressure since has been able to move the cars from this bastion of personal privilege.

The last building completed in the Triangle was the so-called Apex building. For some time, debate ensued over whether there should be a building or a small park at the tip of the Triangle. By the time the argument was resolved, the nation was deep in depression. Denuded of the rich decorations of other Triangle structures, the 1937 building reflected new austerities and priorities. Still standing in the way of the Triangle’s completion as planned were the municipal building (1908) and the towered and turretéd old post office (1899).

Over the next four decades, the buildings in the Triangle were tortured into submission for changing tenants and the changing apparatus of government technology. The total work force in the Triangle today is roughly the same as it was in the 1930s. But the demands on the buildings, including the demand for individual offices, have produced the appearance of overcrowding. In the early 1970s, for instance, the high, skylighted ceilings of the Commerce library were lowered and covered with acoustical tile. Much of the original library space was converted to offices. At the same time, a major renovation of the building, at 60 percent of the original construction cost, took place. The installation of central airconditioning made it necessary to lower ceilings more than three feet throughout the building. Light bulbs removed in a thoughtless interpretation of new energy standards, heavy drapes, clashing colors, furniture castoffs, haphazard partitioning, cluttered courtyards. The original porosity of the building succumbed to the gloom of architecture disappearing underground.

If designers can count on anything, it is the demise of master plans. The long span from plan to completion and the complexities of the exercise of power in a democracy result in a lot of in-the-meanwhile forces messing up original renderings. And they ensure the influence of changing economic and technological forces as well as the accommodation of diverse cultural and political influences, often unschooled in the niceties of baroque or Beaux-Arts or, for that matter, modern planning.

For decades, Washington planners anticipated the demolition of the neo-Romanesque post office, which held its ground at a crucial point in the Triangle—blocking completion of the grand circle formed by the eastern arcade of the new post office building and the proposed western arcade of the Internal Revenue building. The proponents of the Triangle plan’s completion made their last stand with the Pennsylvania Avenue Plan of 1964. Its first view was of a completed Federal Triangle looking out on a grand 800x900-foot plaza. Some solid 19th century buildings that stood in the way of this ceremonial vision were marked for demolition, including the Willard Hotel and all but the vestigial tower of the old post office.

Those who could envision the correct completion of the design of the Federal Triangle and the potential urbanity of its great outdoor spaces had to contend with those who saw gray temples and parking lots as a blight on Pennsylvania Avenue and as a barrier between the cultural and recreational area of the Mall on the south and the commercial city on the north. The entire Triangle plan was damned for the lack of its fulfillment. Had the grass and trees been growing where intended, arguments for completion might have fared quite differently.

Other in-the-meanwhile forces intervened. Lack of funds delayed implementation of the 1964 Pennsylvania Avenue plan. A large hunk of inaccessible concrete for the FBI headquarters claimed a piece of the avenue’s real estate. Preservationist and anti-big building sentiments were rising across the country and forcing an accommodation with existing buildings. This and another essentially romantic trend—the rediscovery of “complexity and contradiction” in architecture—served, at least temporarily, to halt the acceleration of change and chance, which has swamped the art of civic design in our time.

Successive plans for the avenue reflected these new attitudes. In 1976, the plan approved by Congress bore faint resemblance to the sweeping imperial right of way of 1964. Old buildings would be adapted to new uses; some housing would be mixed with commercial development. The old post office was marked for refurbishment and reuse as the future home of government agencies. Potential for new life in the area was further increased in 1976 with Congressional passage of the Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act. The act allows mixed cultural and commercial activities on the pedestrian levels of federal buildings. (Incorporated in the old post office will be 36,000 square feet of commercial use.)

Although the fine arts commission has been the historic stalwart for completion of the original Triangle plan, a competition-winning design for the old post office received commission approval early this year. The commission, however, withheld approval of public use entrances that face the truncated ends of the Internal Revenue building. In response, the General Services Administration, which is responsible for construction and maintenance in the Triangle, initiated a three-stage design competition to resolve the treatment of the leftover courtyard space between the old post office and Internal Revenue and the misfit of architectural geometries. The winner of the competition will subsequently prepare a new master plan for the entire Triangle. The plan will address the new necessities—retention of both the old post office and the

Above, the old post office meets the unfinished Internal Revenue building. At left, a fountain on the edge of the so-called great plaza gives a clue to unfulfilled landscaping plans. The paved area has been crowded with cars since the 1930s.
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A competition and a challenge for urban design.

municipal building, operating subway stops in the Triangle, and the Public Building Cooperative Use Act. The once moribund corner where the old post office stands has not only come to life but has literally kicked life into its once threatening but lately disfavored neoclassical neighbors. Now, the disfavor shows signs of waning as downtown open space becomes a rare and valued commodity.

In the first round of competition, the GSA regional public advisory panel chose nine teams of designers for second-stage interviewing. From the interviews, conducted by an in-house GSA panel in May, three finalists emerged: the joint venture of Sasaki Associates, Shepley Bulfinch Richardson & Abbot and Gindele & Johnson; the joint venture of Sert, Jackson & Associates, J.W. Lindsey & Associates, Lozano-White & Associates and the SWA Group; and Harry Weese & Associates.

Each team will be paid $40,000 for design presentations to take place this summer. Several boards and a model are required. The program allows "selective demolition of the IRS building."

New architecture is certainly a possibility, although another approach might live with the architectural misfit with grace and humor. Landscaping, art, new uses would transform the pedestrian's experience. And be less expensive than a resolution of cornice lines. And less recalcitrant to the one certainty in the future of the Triangle—change.

Energy standards and telecommunications technology, for instance, may well interact to create entirely new programs to meet federal work needs. The buildings, already thoroughly outmoded for the hardware associated with carrying on the business of bureaucracy, invite an emphasis on what fits in rather than on what can be fitted into.

Ultimately, the plethora of use demands in the center city offer a range of more compatible choices. District planners have suggested a public center for cultural, educational and conference rooms, grand spaces, to bring to new freshness and importance to the museums now hidden away, would add much to the enjoyment of downtown—and much to improving the image of government. The original planners of the Triangle knew what they wanted. The question is, do we?
The Maturing of the Mall

Shaped by a variety of hands and attitudes over 200 years, it is emerging much as its early planners intended. By Benjamin Forgey

The completion of I. M. Pei's east wing building for the National Gallery of Art (page 40) is but another chapter in an astounding story that has gone on now for nearly 200 years. This is the development, more haphazard than might seem by the results, of the nation's most important public park more or less along lines first established by Maj. Charles Pierre L'Enfant's bold plan for a capital city.

The story is still unfinished. There is one major building site left and several minor ones along the Mall, that epochal stretch of greensward that reflects L'Enfant's geometry. And there are a number of important issues that have been left unresolved or half resolved.

Nonetheless, the outstanding fact is that the Mall today looks better than at any time in its long history. How this came to be is a complicated story, much of which has been told and to which I shall refer but briefly.

One of the paramount reasons is the audacity and power of L'Enfant's original conception, based firmly in the baroque traditions of his native France. A second major reason is that in 1901 the Senate Park Commission (the McMillan commission) took L'Enfant's geometry and established it as the basis of the Mall we know today.

It is impossible to understand anything that has happened on the Mall, good or bad, without keeping in mind the diffusion of groups and people with some power over the place. The National Park Service has primary responsibility for the greensward and the tree panels. Because all but one of the buildings that now line the Mall are museums under its domain, at least ostensibly, the Smithsonian Institution has been the primary architectural client.

The General Services Administration also gets into the act, although so far it has had scant impact on any esthetic decision. The National Gallery of Art, only in title a part of the Smithsonian, runs its own entirely independent architectural show. The Commission of Fine Arts, established in 1910 as a direct consequence of the McMillan commission plan, has played an important role in decisions affecting both the Mall and the buildings despite its advisory status. So, too, has the National Capital Planning Commission, the principal steward of the federal interest in planning and building decisions in the District. From time to time politicians also have played important roles.

Thus, when we consider the Mall—the way it is and will be—we are not discussing a single client, and certainly not a single architect, nor even a single guiding architectural sensibility. We are talking about a set of clients whose jurisdictions often overlap and whose attitudes about what has been done and should be done differ, often fundamentally. It is a situation where foolish compromise often prevails. But then, too, much that is foolish has been prevented.

The one inescapable fact with which anyone must deal in this situation, however, is that in spite of significant changes and omissions, the McMillan commission plan for the Mall was substantially carried out. With a few exceptions, the buildings have been put where the commission said they should be put. More important is the great central tapis vert, with its borders of linear carriageways and its tree panels of elms four in a row spaced exactly 50 feet apart.

Recent official plans for the Mall, prepared by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, have been self-consciously preservationist in spirit. The idea, in theory anyway, has been not to change the McMillan commission park, but to improve it, to refine it and to bring it up to date.

Disagreements over these plans, however, were strong, and blood was spilt along the way to getting anything done at all. To some extent these fights illuminated the power relationships of the contending parties, and the philosophical differences, as well. Though things have not been quite so clear cut, I think a fair summary would put the Smithsonian and its able secretary, S. Dillon Ripley, on one side of the question with the fine arts commission and its fellow keeper of the purity of the greensward, the National Capital Planning Commission, on the other. SOM and the National Park Service found themselves at different points somewhere near the middle.

Mr. Forgey: art and architectural critic for the Washington Star.
The outspoken Ripley has been a force to contend with on the Mall almost from the moment of his appointment to head the Smithsonian in 1963. He has insisted, publicly and emphatically, that the Mall should be a more lively, active, attractive place for people to be.

There is more than an echo of history in Ripley’s colorful disparagements of the “sort of dead hand of the McMillan plan” as a “Forest Lawn by the Potomac” that results in a “subjection of the Mall to a long, stately row of elms.” Ripley’s actual victories in the contest with the “very conventional” people who insisted on protecting the McMillan plan (some of them to the very letter) have been few. The net result of his verbal assault and small victories, however, has been to speed along a positive change in public attitudes toward the Mall. Much more than before, people go there not just to visit the museums or admire the vista, but actually to use it as a park—to fly kites, throw Frisbees, take picnics and do whatever things people do in parks.

But if Ripley, as he says, hadn’t the appetite or (willing allies) to push for a complete revision of the McMillan plan, the Smithsonian adamantly opposed a crucial part of the SOM plan for the Mall. This was the proposal to close the McMillan “carriageways” to automobile traffic and—more important to the Smithsonian museums—to automobile parking. Fortunately, the Smithsonian won only half of this battle, and when the plan was approved, the two car-clogged roadways directly adjacent to the greensward were refitted solely for the use of pedestrians. How much more beautiful an urban park the Mall is today as a result of that action! And so much for the consistency of large institutions.

The battle over parking is far from over, however. The Smithsonian recently has revived an old proposal to build a vast garage under the Mall. Superficially, from a design standpoint anyway, this proposal has the merit of being almost invisible, but it beats me to figure out what kind of planning sense it makes to roll out an expensive, if submerged, welcome mat for cars in an area that in the near future will be ringed by subway stops. In fact, there already is an operational station with egress, as they say, directly onto the Mall.
Uneven new buildings and sensitive restorations.

When one turns attention from the Mall itself to the buildings on its flanks, it's fair to say that no one in his right mind would claim an unending succession of great, or even very good, exercises in the art of architecture. For my part, I find the variety, in both style and quality, greatly preferable to the sort of "harmony" we would have today had all the buildings been styled according to the Beaux-Arts, World's Columbian Exposition prejudices of the McMillan commissioners. The Mall as it stands today is a sort of architectural museum reflecting some of the best, worst and in-between episodes in the history of American public building over the past 125 years.

The McMillan commissioners in fact were quite rude with the existing buildings on the Mall. Their drawings even presumed that Renwick's charming, fashionably eclectic, red sandstone "castle" would somehow disappear. Fortunately, Renwick's building survived, as did Cluss & Schulze's notable polychrome brick shed, completed in 1880 as "The National Museum" and known today as the Arts and Industries building. This building, not incidentally, has been handsomely restored to a period flavor on the inside by architect Hugh Newell Jacobsen, FAIA. As a client, the Smithsonian gets generally high marks for this job and for restoration of two other, off-the-Mall buildings, Renwick's fashionably French (1859) building that originally housed the Corcoran Gallery of Art, and the Greek revival old Patent Office building in downtown Washington, now shared by the National Collection of Fine Arts and the National Portrait Gallery.

The buildings completed under the more or less direct guidance of the McMillan plan included Hornblower & Marshall's Museum of Natural History (1910), whose attractive domed rotunda was much fought over because the Capitol was thought to be the only building worthy of a dome in the capital city. The last major contribution to the Mall before World War II was John Russell Pope's temple for the Andrew Mellon's National Gallery of Art (1941), an impressive horizontal stretch of a building with acres of beautiful Tennessee marble, crisp cornices and a fine interior plan.

High and low points alike have been attained in the Smithsonian's postwar building program, although the highest point—Pei's new building—really is strictly a National Gallery affair. The first postwar building, the Museum of History and Technology by Walker Cain, FAIA, (completed 1964), a box on a pedestal with poorly proportioned vertical slabs standing in for a neoclassical colonnade, is a good example of an aggressively bland contemporary compromise with Washington's architectural past—unfortunately a familiar building type in postwar Washington. Inside, it's a fascinating museum and an architectural dud. The lowest point was reached, however, with the wings for the Museum of National History (Mills, Petticord, Mills)—functional space, for sure, but cheap and rude in detail.
The Renwick (left), also restored by Jacobsen, was the first Corcoran Gallery. John Russell Pope's 1941 National Gallery of Art was the last structure to be completed on the Mall until Walker Cain's 1964 Museum of History and Technology (below).
A concrete pillbox, a procession of marble blocks.

Undeniably the most controversial among the new Mall buildings is the Joseph H. Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden (1974) designed for the Smithsonian by Gordon Bunshaft, FAIA, of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's New York City office. Bunshaft's concrete blockhouse in the form of a hollowed circle resting on four muscular piers is a better building than it usually is credited to be, but it sure would be improved some if the wall that surrounds it (parts of which contain mechanical equipment for the building) would disappear. Then the forthright drama of its sculptural shape would be really forthright from all angles: Both the building and the sculptures that surround it would get some much-needed air.

The Hirshhorn building and sculpture garden is a particularly fascinating study in the politics and economics of architecture on the Mall, too. SOM's first proposal (not Bunshaft's) for the building was to bury it and top it with a garden terrace, an idea emphatically rejected by Hirshhorn, the donor of the art. Bunshaft's building lost a lot in necessary cost-cutting, too, including a wrapping of travertine and a restaurant that would have nicely linked the building to the sculpture garden.

That garden, originally proposed as a long, narrow, sunken strip stretching north-south across the Mall in homage to a cross-axis at that point proposed in the McMillan plan, is a study in itself. Congressional pressure, having little to do with aesthetic matters but stated, as always, in high fallutin' terms, and several other factors persuaded Bunshaft at the last minute to change the original plan in favor of locating the garden next to the building.

Even that story isn't finished, however. The existing garden, better than the long trench going the wrong way but still pretty severe for a "garden," is at the moment being redesigned.

The Gyo Obata, FAIA. (Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabum) design for the new Air and Space Museum is a study of another sort, for in umpteen meetings with the fine arts commission over a period of nearly 10 years (the building for a while fell victim to the Vietnam war) the building changed radically in almost every aspect except the necessity for a series of high, hangar-like spaces inside. It emerged as a trim, huge building with two distinct, almost contradictory faces—a rather grim, if stately, marching band of marble-sheathed blocks to the south, facing Independence Avenue, and a vastly more hospitable parade of marble and soaring glass panels on the Mall side. Inside, the combination of high, white steel struts and roofs open to the sky provide a touch that is appropriately exhilarating.

Full-height glazed panels expose the flying machines of the 1976 Air and Space Museum, by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabum, to the Mall.
Eclecticism along the Independence Avenue side of the Mall (left) and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden (below).
A ‘noble building’ largely shaped by its site.

To end a piece such as this on a happy note—on two reasonably happy notes, in fact—seems improbable. But the year is 1978, and fact is sometimes stranger than fiction, even on the Mall. Or perhaps especially there.

In his east wing building for the National Gallery of Art, I.M. Pei, FAIA, did for the northeastern end of the Mall just what the Museum of History and Technology failed to do on the Mall’s northwestern end, notwithstanding the fact that in most respects the challenges were greater: an oddly shaped site, painfully exposed, and a program that called for two buildings with different functions (an office and study-center building, and a gallery building on axis and in character with its demanding parent). Pei’s noble building, saved from arrogance by the clarity and honesty of its conception and execution, proudly announces its 20th-century birthright, while paying respectful homage to the architectural past of the Mall, and of monumental Washington.

The east wing, a trapezoid sliced sharply into two triangles, is in plan, section and elevation a constant spatial, geometrical surprise. The outside-inside contrasts are fantastic, although this is not the only way Pei stood Beaux-Arts principles on their heads while paying them respect. Outside, the building presents four distinct faces, each notably different from the other, each in its way quite extraordinary.

Inside, Pei’s open court (above), in plan a triangle locking together two triangles, covered with a vast space frame of inter-
Warm, more enclosed, spatially varied, the individual galleries provide counterpoint to the soaring, sparsely appointed central space. Right, an amphitheater-like setting for metal sculpture. Many of the galleries are similarly angular and skylit.

Knife-edge geometries and a soaring space frame.

locking tetrahedrons, is an almost bewitching contrast to the knife-edged solid geometries of the exterior: a complex, exhilarating exploration of kinetic space that nonetheless leads visitors clearly to more appropriately scaled galleries where artworks are shown. Nor does visual surprise and pleasure end with the main court or its adjoining galleries. The library in the office-study center building, for instance, is a soaring contemporary equivalent of the great Beaux-Arts reading room of the Library of Congress.

As for the Mall itself, well, I am not at all sanguine about the foresightedness or effectiveness of its various custodians. Each of them needs constant watching and prodding.

Hey there, National Park Service, why don’t you do something about those disgracefully dumpy fast-food huts you have taken to littering the place with? Hey there, fine arts commission, why don’t you poke and prod until this happens, instead of dreamily complaining that pushcarts would be the solution? Hey there, Smithsonian, why don’t you get off it with that outrageous plan for a parking garage? And, hey there, alphabet soup, each and every letter, NPS, SI, FAC, NCPC and all the rest, get yourselves together and put those pathways in tip-top shape, and get some more shade onto them. Right away!

Summer is here, already.

Well, nobody’s perfect. It is time to consider that its surround of magnificent museums (even those that don’t look so good), has become at last a great national treasure of a public park, greater probably than even L’Enfant, that vast dreamer, would have imagined.
The Unbuilt Capital: Lost Plans for Washington

By Wilcomb E. Washburn and Kathryn Cousins, AIP

Washington, D.C., has traditionally been a magnet for noted architects and city planners. The possibility of planning on a heroic scale with federal support, and the national publicity any planner of Washington receives, have provided the necessary encouragement. Washington is recognized as a well planned city. It is one of the few in America where you can use the original city plan as a local street map to find your way around.

Four months after George Washington appointed Pierre L'Enfant to plan the city on the wilderness site, L'Enfant had a draft which contained the essence of the city today: the Capitol, White House, Washington Monument, Mall and the street system. The first President deserves much of the credit for getting the plan "on the ground" quickly. Speed was important since there was danger that Congress might move the capital elsewhere if the city's centennial year, 1900, there still was a lot to complain about, including a railroad station and tracks on the Mall. The rest of the nation was in the middle of the City Beautiful movement, but not Washington. The American Institute of Architects was so appalled that it called a national convention in 1901 to discuss the future planning and development of Washington. Bringing in leading architects of the day, the Institute initiated a dialogue that attracted the attention and support of Congress.

Senator James McMillan, chairman of the Senate committee of the District of Columbia, seeing the need for advice to evaluate the plans proposed by the AIA members and to prepare others, introduced a Senate resolution to create a Senate parks commission. The resolution and name of the commission grossly understated its purpose, which probably helped to get it approved. McMillan, under the guidance of professionals like Charles Moore, strove to develop a comprehensive plan for central Washington as well as to develop a park scheme extending even beyond the central area. The commission's report, prepared by three of the nation's outstanding planners/architects—Daniel Burnham, Charles McKim and Frederick Law Olmsted Jr.—has since become a classic city plan. Its concepts were emulated throughout the nation.

Although L'Enfant's plan established the basic form of the city and the McMillan commission attempted to re-establish it, many plans have been offered for all or portions of the city which have never been implemented. For example, Thomas Jefferson's proposed plan for the city and his design for the White House were rejected. Some of the lost plans were good; some were bad. What follows is a sample.

Six Decks Atop the Avenue

A plan for adding six decks atop Pennsylvania Avenue, including an airplane landing strip, received serious consideration in 1925. The structure would, in the opinion of its creator, "do away with congestion" and enable drivers to travel the entire length of the project, from the Capitol to Key Bridge, in five minutes. The decks were to be supported from an all-steel arch that would bridge the avenue curb to curb. The street would be used for streetcars, the first deck for local traffic, the next two levels for parking, the next one as a speedway and the top two for airplane storage and a landing strip.

Carroll Livingston Riker, a mechanical engineer, conceived and developed the plan. He was best known in Washington for having designed in 1887 a dredging pump (the most powerful to that time) which created the filled land of Potomac Park for 50 percent of the cost estimated by the Army engineers. Riker was also the originator and builder of the first warehouse refrigerators in the world. In 1925, he was 72 years old, living close to the District near Falls Church, Va., trying to gain support for his viaduct proposal.

Riker estimated the cost at $2.5 million per mile. Funds were to be raised from local businessmen. Only the first four floors would be built in the first stage. Ten miles could be completed and operating in two years. The two parking levels would house 2,500 cars per mile. The parking would cost 10 cents an hour or
25 cents a day if purchased by the month. At these rates, 8 percent of the cost of the structure would be paid off each year. The city would be responsible for lighting, painting and policing the structure in return for having it built privately.

Gen. George W. Goethals, who oversaw construction of the Panama Canal, inspected Riker’s plan and said, “The plan is feasible and I will, if arrangements can be made, take charge of construction.” Each floor was to be 40 feet wide and covered with a “semielastic, noiseless, fireproof rubber composition.” According to the Washington Times, even members of the fine arts commission “agree on the viaduct’s wonderful lighting possibilities and its beautiful decorative effect.”

Support and interest came from many sources. Isaac Gans, a former president of the Chamber of Commerce, tried to interest 200 businessmen in investing in the viaduct. W. W. Everett, first vice president of Woodward & Lothrop department store, stated that he would “in every way... assist and subscribe to a large number of parking spaces.” Representative Allard H. Gasque of South Carolina introduced a bill in the House “to authorize the appointment of a commission to determine routes, approaches, etc., for an automobile parking viaduct of four floors to be constructed in the city of Washington under the direction of General Goethals.” The bill was referred to the House District committee where it died.
A Filled-in Rock Creek Valley to Improve 'Squalid' Georgetown

Plans to fill in Rock Creek Valley from Massachusetts Avenue to the Potomac River were prepared in 1893 by William T. Rossell, then engineer commissioner of the District of Columbia, in response to a resolution of the U.S. Senate. Rock Creek Valley was to be level with Georgetown and the western edge of Washington. The creek would be channeled beneath in a huge sewer main.

The plan was so well accepted that in 1902, when a crossing over the park along Massachusetts Avenue was built, it took the form of a culvert and fill on the assumption that the plan of 1893 would be carried out. The present Massachusetts Avenue bridge replaced that structure.

As the banks of Rock Creek (which was gradually being narrowed by the constant dumping of trash over its sides) became more and more unsightly, support grew for filling in the creek entirely. The "closed valley" plan foresaw a wide boulevard built atop the fill with house lots alongside available for sale. One of the reasons for the proposal was that the "squalid conditions" of Georgetown might be improved with easier access to Washington proper. Many Georgetown residents believed that the value of their property would thereby be enhanced.

In 1906, the Senate park commission, which had been created in 1901 to recommend Washington's future planning needs, urged that the "closed valley" plan be scrapped and an "open valley" plan adopted. Although estimates of which plan would be more costly varied, the commission asserted that it would be cheaper and more beautiful to leave the valley open. In an effort to provide support for the "open valley" plan, some members of the National Society of Fine Arts met at the residence of Mrs. Alice P. Barney on Massachusetts Avenue, overlooking the park, and decided to suggest to the council of the society that it appoint a subcommittee to be called the "Rock Creek Valley Preservation Committee." The committee consisted of several AIA members, with Glenn Brown acting as secretary. The committee's report sought to refute the arguments of the "closed valley" proponents, and undoubtedly influenced AIA, in its annual convention the following month, to pass a resolution approving the action of the National Society of Fine Arts in advocating the retention and beautification of Rock Creek Valley and opposing the plan to fill in the valley.

In 1908, the engineer commissioner of the District of Columbia studied the different alternatives of complete or partial fills of the valley between Massachusetts Avenue and Potomac Park and concluded that the open treatment should be adopted. As a result, Washington preserved its beautiful rural park in the heart of the city and provided a connecting link to the broad areas of Rock Creek Park above Massachusetts Avenue.

A section through the proposed 'closed valley' (top) showing the sewer main for the creek. Map depicts the street system as it would have appeared after the valley was filled.
A Romantic Vision of the Mall: Curving Walks and Evergreens

In the middle of the 19th century, the Mall, or central portion of L'Enfant's plan, was still unrealized. The Washington Canal, running down the present Constitution Avenue, was little more than a sewer. The great Mall, stretching from the Capitol to the uncompleted Washington Monument, was devoid of L'Enfant's proposed 400-foot-wide avenue lined with great mansions. It was a muddy wilderness, remote from the principal life of the city, notable chiefly for James Renwick's Smithsonian Institution castle then rising in its midst.

Joseph Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian, who himself had been called down from Princeton to "redeem" Washington's intellectual life, now joined with William W. Corcoran, Washington's leading banker and philanthropist, to convince President Millard Fillmore to call down from Newburgh, N.Y., the leading landscape architect of his day, Andrew Jackson Downing, to redeem Washington's physical appearance. Downing's plan was, in fact, approved by President Fillmore and ordered to be carried out.

Downing died in a steamboat accident in 1851 and Congress became increasingly stingy with funds to carry out the plan. As a result, the vision of Downing was realized only in part, while the overall plan was gradually abandoned, eroded or forgotten. Downing, through his voluminous writings and commissions, turned America from its preoccupation with classic dignity to a more romantic naturalism. He anticipated the park as the "lung" of increasingly polluted cities, and as an oasis of carefully cultivated natural beauty in the midst of the build-up masonry blocks of America's growing urban grids.

The "Smithsonian Pleasure Grounds"—still evident as late as 1930—best expressed his plan for curving walkways and carriageways bordered by carefully selected trees, particularly evergreens. Because of his death and Congressional opposition (to say nothing of the more concealed hostility of the commissioner of public buildings, whose authority Fillmore had authorized him to supersede) the canal was not reclaimed to carry picturesque sailing vessels under cable-hung bridges. One can get a better impression of Downing's vision, perhaps, in New York's Central Park, constructed during and after the Civil War on a plan by Frederick Law Olmsted Sr., who acknowledged Downing as his master.

Downing's design for Washington has suffered from the attacks of later critics (if it has been noticed at all) for its refusal to accept the classical and formal (some would say sterile and pompous) forms that many think appropriate to the dignity of the national capital. Downing, however, sought to honor the democratic ideal by creating an environment that would inspire warmth rather than awe and that would invite rather than repel. Some of his ideas are re-emerging in the edges of the present Mall (re-established in its formal dignity in the 1930s). Examples are Constitution Gardens north of the Reflecting Pool, and the Smithsonian Institution Festival of Folk Life held every year on the Mall.
Moving the President's Abode Among 16th Street Embassies

By 1900, the White House was so overcrowded it was "not fit either as an office or a residence for the President of the United States" according to Senator James McMillan. The second floor of the White House contained all the offices of the growing Presidential staff and provided living quarters of the usually large Presidential families. Things were so bad, in fact, that President Grover Cleveland moved his family to a "suburban" house on Woodley Lane and commuted to the White House during his second term.

To handle the overcrowding, one proposal was to turn the White House over for offices and build a new executive mansion one mile north on 16th Street. This plan was suggested by architect Cass Gilbert at AIA’s 1901 convention held to discuss the future planning and development of the city. Gilbert, one of America’s outstanding architects, was later to become president of AIA and a member of the Commission of Fine Arts. In Washington, he would design the Chamber of Commerce building and the Supreme Court.

At the turn of the century, 16th Street was developing as the most fashionable residential area in the District. Embassies were locating there and many of the city's wealthy citizens were building homes. The new executive mansion would have had a better view of the city and have had a more pleasant and healthy climate because of its elevation. The plan was politely rejected by the Senate park commission because "the plan has not as yet commended itself to popular opinion."

The Senate park commission, instead, considered two other alternatives to solve the overcrowding problem. One was to add east and west wings to the White House, but it was felt they would dwarf the historic mansion and destroy its individuality. The third proposal, to move the executive offices of the President to another location, was adopted by the commission. President Theodore Roosevelt also favored this plan, and it was quickly implemented. McKim, Mead & White was hired to remodel the mansion to serve its primary residential function. Fortunately, the Senate park commission's recommendation to place the new executive offices in the center of Lafayette Square was another lost plan of Washington.
An 'American Acropolis,' from White House to the Potomac

In 1900, Franklin Webster Smith, a businessman formerly of Boston, petitioned the Senate and House of Representatives for support for his design for a coordinated series of "national galleries of history and art." Smith planned to recreate at actual scale the great architectural buildings of the ancient world. The buildings would contain exhibits on the art, religion, manners and customs of the ancient nationalities.

Smith, who spent 50 years of study (including 19 journeys abroad) on the plan, sought for his "American Acropolis" a 63-acre site centered on the present area of the State Department between the Potomac and the White House.

To provide an appropriate entrance to his Acropolis, Smith proposed condemnation of the buildings occupying the area of the Federal Triangle and the creation of several wide avenues that would lead from the Capitol grounds. In addition, Smith proposed a 200-foot-wide Centennial Avenue straight down the Mall past the Washington Monument to the area south of his Acropolis. All the proposed changes emphasized the grandeur that would be Washington's if Congress was willing to support his plan.

Smith's vision of the future Pennsylvania Avenue would be hard to recognize today. Since he believed that "Pennsylvania Avenue will ultimately be Haussmanized ... a prompt and effective stroke of Napoleonic legislation is demanded," Smith called for the removal of all trees from Pennsylvania Avenue and from the grand avenue he proposed to run from the Capitol to his "Columbian Parthenon" on the site of old Observatory Hill. In place of trees, Smith proposed "colonnades, about 20 feet wide, at some distance from the facades of the buildings."

Although Smith liberally distributed copies of his proposal gratis to all members of Congress, and though he opened something called the Halls of the Ancients on New York Avenue as a sample of the institution, the proposal was still-born. Smith was to die a frustrated man.
Echoes of Jefferson's Campus
In a University on the Mall

In 1816, Benjamin Latrobe, surveyor of the City of Washington, presented a plan for a university in the capital city, a dream cherished by George Washington. Latrobe’s plan locates the university at the west end of the Mall directly facing the Capitol and due south of the President’s Mansion. That site had been reserved by L’Enfant for an equestrian statue to George Washington, a focal point in the French military engineer’s grandiose plan for the new capital. No one had at that time taken definite steps to create a monument to Washington, though the issue had been debated in various Congresses. (Several decades later a private group would organize itself to create a monument to the nation’s first hero.) As a result of this inaction, the site was open and Latrobe oriented the university with an eye to its dramatic vista of Capitol Hill.

Connected wings (or “ranges”), to house professors and students, flanked an axis extending from a central library and observatory. The plan resembles closely Thomas Jefferson’s scheme adopted in 1817 for the University of Virginia where the principal building (housing the university library) looks down an open vista between parallel ranges of student and faculty housing to the hills west of Charlottesville. Jefferson and Latrobe worked closely together and it is difficult to determine who was most influential in the design of Washington’s proposed national university.

It was only with difficulty and by other hands that George Washington’s dream of a university (if not a national university) in the nation’s capital was realized with the founding of the Columbian College (later George Washington University).
A Multilevel Memorial Bridge
And a Channel ‘Ponte Vecchio’

A bridge over the Potomac River “symbolical of the firmly established Union of the North and the South” was proposed as early as 1851 by Daniel Webster. But the bridge did not become a practical possibility until the Senate park commission of 1901 recommended such a bridge as the culminating link in its proposed extension of the Mall beyond Washington Monument to a proposed new memorial to Abraham Lincoln. The bridge would link the Lincoln Memorial with Arlington, Va., the home of Robert E. Lee.

One of the proposals was submitted by a Civil War veteran from Maine, J. Deering Reed, who had founded an engineering firm after the war. Reed proposed a multilevel structure of iron and steel containing hotels, dining rooms, botanical gardens and even a “first-class vaudeville theatre.” The bridge would contain three levels for transportation: a lower level for electric cars, a roadway for carriages above it and a bicycle path atop the roadway. Sailboats with 40-foot masts could pass under the bridge.

Reed did not neglect the symbolic character of the bridge. The southern facade would have niches in which three statues of Confederate generals would be placed; its northern facade similarly provided for statues of three Union generals. Reed presented his plan, which he estimated would cost $5 million, to members of Congress in a brochure published by himself. The plan failed to gain approval. Instead, the park commission’s proposal for a low structure, “a monumental rather than a traffic bridge, but a significant element in an extensive park scheme,” was approved. The final design, by McKim, Mead & White, was not accepted by Congress until 1924.

A strikingly similar proposal for a multilevel bridge across the Potomac’s Washington Channel was made in 1966 by Chloethiel Woodard Smith, FAIA, in a report to the secretary of the Interior. Smith’s proposed bridge linked the 10th Street Mall axis of the L’Enfant Plaza area with the proposed National Fisheries Center and Aquarium in East Potomac Park.

The aquarium was never built because its chief Congressional sponsor died; as a result, the bridge lost its ostensible reason for being. Nevertheless, Smith’s bridge, like Reed’s, was a dramatic effort to utilize the normally unused air space over and alongside a transportation span for nontransportation uses, such as restaurants, marinas, shops, galleries, roof terraces and the like. Not only did the bridge, thus conceived, serve important aesthetic as well as transportation functions (for pedestrian and limited vehicular traffic), but it made the bridge financially self-supporting.

Rents from the space available on the bridge and lease of the water rights below would have allowed the bridge, in the architect’s opinion, to be privately financed without the expenditure of public money. Dubbed a “Ponte Vecchio” type bridge by its designer and by the public, the span recalled the possibilities inherent in medieval bridges such as its namesake in Florence. Although the bridge has remained merely a vision, it may perhaps help to inspire yet another multilevel bridge which will serve interests other than those of automobile drivers.
A section (left) and perspective (above) of Reed's bridge proposal. Below, McKim, Mead & White's bridge today leading to the Custis-Lee mansion in Arlington, Va. At right, Chloe E. Woodard Smith's 1966 proposal for a bridge across the Washington Channel.
Burying Streetcars in Subways, Precursor of the Metro Concept

In 1944, a plan to move Washington's thriving streetcars underground along routes similar to the present-day routes of Metro was proposed. Warning that "the day of reckoning cannot long be postponed," engineering consultants to the D.C. board of commissioners claimed "city merchants will abandon the heart of the city and its fate and move to outlying areas" unless traffic conditions were handled more efficiently.

The study found "that operation of rapid transit trains is not likely to become necessary" because of Washington's low density, but it stated that the subways could readily be modified to handle rapid transit cars if later it was desirable.

Three major routes were proposed: the Connecticut-G Street subway would start north of Dupont Circle, turn east on G Street and end at Union Station. The Pennsylvania Avenue subway would go from Washington Circle to a point beyond the House office buildings on Capitol Hill. The 14th Street subway would start south of Thomas Circle and go under the Mall to the Department of Agriculture buildings.

One advantage of building such a system in the 1940s was the high percentage of people already using transit, who would not need to be seduced out of their autos. In 1940, 48 percent of the workers arrived by transit to the central business and government district. In 1968, 28 percent of workers arrived by transit.

Rapid movement of commuters and pedestrian safety may not have been the prime reasons for the proposal to move the streetcars below ground. The report is also laced with comments on how the plan would make available two more lanes for automobiles on the streets. Since the report points out that 15,000 people can be moved per hour in a traffic lane of streetcars compared to 2,500 people per hour in a lane of cars, one wonders why the engineers didn't suggest that some streets be turned over entirely to streetcars, if rapid and safe movement of people was the key issue.

The estimated cost of constructing the three subways (7.1 miles) was $56.4 million. The cost did not include the streetcars, as Capital Transit Co., privately owned, would continue their operation in the subways as well as on the surface. The plan did not indicate who would pay this large sum, except that it "cannot be entirely financed by private enterprise." Capital Transit was in agreement and, in fact, the company's lack of interest was the determining factor in the failure to implement the plan.

Plans have been followed, even when expensive, when they "stir men's minds." Daniel Burnham, chairman of the Senate park commission, made famous a statement that planners have followed for decades: "Make no little plans, for they have no power to stir men's minds." On the other hand, planners are now aware that some of these big plans can be rather insensitive on the local level, and that is where we all live. "Make no plans that arouse citizen opposition" may be a more appropriate phrase in the 1970s.

Plans get lost when well-defined responsibility for their implementation is absent. Would any of the Metro subway have been built without the Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Agency? Is lack of well-defined responsibility a problem with the "Year 2000 Plan?"

Washington has raised great expectations among planners concerned with its development; it has also been the burial ground for the hopes of many. Even those planners whose ideas have been incorporated into the city's fabric—L'Enfant, Downing, Burnham, Owings—have often left Washington shaking their heads in despair or disgust. But despite the city's pitfalls and frustrating array of feuding authorities, it is, for the planner, as Theodore Roosevelt described the Presidency, a "bully pulpit."
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Maintaining the Fabric of an ‘American Paradise’

In St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, new efforts are being made to save background buildings as well as major landmarks. By Neil Letson

St. Croix, in the U.S. Virgin Islands, was born in conflict and nursed on the rich juices of the sugar cane plant. It has changed markedly since Columbus discovered it in 1493, and in the nearly 500 intervening years has alternately suffered and prospered from the forces of nature and history.

Mr. Letson is a free lance journalist who writes from Washington, D.C., Johannesburg and Bermuda. He is a former assistant editor of the JOURNAL.

St. Croix has been fought over, bought, sold, colonized, captured and recaptured. Seven flags have flown over its 84 square miles. England, Spain, Holland and France have all claimed it at one time or another, and the tally does not include periods of possession by aboriginal tribes, pirates, squatters, private owners, religious and trading companies. A few times the island was not occupied by anyone.

It was finally the Danes who came to stay and who, for almost 200 years, cared for the island during good times and bad.

The U.S. acquired St. Croix (and the other Virgin Islands) in 1917, but the civilizing influence of the Danes is most apparent in architecture in and around the principal town of Christiansted and the smaller but more picturesque Frederiksted.

These towns are monuments to a highly developed colonial culture of the 17th and 18th centuries. The wealth of buildings dating from the flowering period of these towns constitute a distinctive chapter in the architectural history of Denmark.
Architects from Copenhagen have mapped, measured, surveyed and photographed the town, street-interiors and buildings in the same way the historic buildings have been dealt with in Denmark.

Earnest efforts have been made by both the U.S. National Park Service and the island's own landmark societies to cherish the valuable buildings and street-interiors.

However, through the years St. Croix has lost much of the record of its historical past and much is in serious jeopardy. The island is in danger of losing the very blend of European and West Indian charm and tranquility so eagerly sought by the half-million tourists who arrive each year clutching fistfuls of cash.

The major historical landmarks—which include two 18th century forts, a customs house (now undergoing restoration) and a sugar plantation greathouse—are carefully protected.
Government House, built by the Danes in the 18th century, continues to function in its original capacity, even though the Virgin Islands government is now based on St. Thomas. Many old buildings have been restored in the commercial center of Christiansted. Poorly designed and junky modern intrusions, however, considerably reduce the effectiveness of the efforts to preserve the 18th century Danish ambiance.

The esthetic deterioration is compounded by a building boom that seems specifically designed to strip the island of its beauty. Despite warnings contained in a recent report on the ecological impact of growth on St. Croix, native and mainland developers get away with building vast shoreline condominium properties, destroying the natural and architectural beauty of the previously undamaged sections of the island.

St. Croix is a microcosm in which all the social and economic ills of urban and suburban America are present and compounded. The island finds itself in an increasing state of disrepair, with festering wounds inflicted by "progress."

What was once a monument to the good taste of the Danish colonizers now seems to feature Pizza Hut, McDonald's and Kentucky Fried Chicken. What is called the "American paradise" is quickly turning into paradise lost.

In the most serious and immediate danger are the smaller, less remarkable buildings in the towns and on the various estates across the island.

The value of these buildings lies in their providing background and continuity for the more significant structures. Time, the tropical climate and the wreckers' ball are working against the preservation of many of these buildings. If they are destroyed by any of these forces, or public indifference, St. Croix will be left with a few historic monuments in an alien environment and the urban blight of mainland American will have come in its awful finality to this beautiful island.

The authors of Three Towns: Conservation and Renewal of Charlotte Amalie, Christiansted and Frederiksted of the U.S. Virgin Islands, prepared by the Department of Town Planning, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, have said: "... It is more important for the townscape to preserve the character of a whole street... than merely to conserve the more distinguished buildings."

The need to increase public awareness of the architectural heritage of St. Croix was the subject of a recent AIA headquarters exhibition of photographs taken by St. Croix photographer Jan Henle, working with grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Virgin Islands chapter/AIA and assistance from private contributors. Henle's photos, some of which are shown on these pages, include both buildings which are in danger and others which have been rehabilitated without loss of their West Indian character or charm.

Later this year the photographs, including the ones which accompany this article, will be shown in St. Croix. They will then become documents to aid in the work of historic preservation and in planning the future architectural development of the Virgin Islands.

Above: excellent example of a well utilized and perfectly maintained building on St. Croix. This one serves as a Government office. Below: details of structures which could be easily rehabilitated for residential or commercial use.
Long, open or enclosed galleries were designed to afford a view of life in the street, the sea and to catch the breeze. Few of the rooms of the dwelling story have ceilings, but continue to underside of roof, while partitions come to an end at a level with outer walls. Above these, the rooms are separated by fragile louvres to permit free air circulation.
Using Wind Tunnels as Tools for Designing and Adapting Buildings

A case study in which a San Juan pool and grandstand were made safe for use in the Pan-American Games. By Ralph W. Crump

As highrise buildings have soared above the urban environment, architects and town planners have discovered wind problems around the bases of high buildings. Otherwise pleasant plazas and malls sometimes are rendered useless by uncomfortable wind conditions even on calm days.

Air flow considerations also are important in areas where people depend on natural conditions for cooling.

In any setting, control of winds may be accomplished by the following:
- selective grouping of buildings;
- correct choice of building form;
- use of wind screens, trees and shrubs and architectural features;
- modification of topographic features.

Architects have found general climatic information available from nearby weather stations of limited value. Often, data still are needed to relate wind conditions to the specific site and its microclimate. The best tool is a wind tunnel.

Early building studies using wind tunnels were almost exclusively related to pressure distribution to determine wind loadings. During the past decade, research in fluid mechanics has made possible the development of wind tunnels capable of simulating winds in the lowest 1,000 feet of the atmosphere. Here are some questions that can be answered:
- What environmental characteristics will result from topographic modifications?
- How can existing topography be modified to provide the best environment for a stadium, residential complex or new city?
- What will be the wind forces on doors and windows in a tall building?
- What effect will the completed building have upon doors and windows in existing buildings?
- To minimize potential air pollution problems, where should an industrial facility be located?
- What modifications will be required to a building site with wind problems so as to make it comfortable and safe?

One of the few wind tunnels in the U.S. capable of answering these questions was designed and built and is operated by the department of architecture at Cornell University. It has an open working section—an area adjacent to the model platform which allows ready access for adjusting and photographing the model while the wind moves through the tunnel.

Transparent air masses are made visible through the use of bubbles filled with a helium mixture. The composite bubble density is nearly equal to the density of surrounding air. The bubbles are implanted upstream from the model platform area. As many as 30,000 bubbles per minute can be generated. They have a life span of from one to two minutes, sufficient time for visualization. By observing the air flow, one gains a qualitative feel for the dynamic three-dimensional characteristics of the wind.

A swimming pool and grandstand complex in San Juan, Puerto Rico, provide a good case study, where offshore winds cause waves in the racing pool, generate severe gusts over the high diving pool and prohibit competitive events in the pool.

Puerto Rico, which will host the Pan-American Games in 1979, commissioned Cornell to study the pool and recommend changes to make it safe for swimming events during the games. Sage Action, Inc., and Hector Bonilla Norat, AIA, a Puerto Rican architect, participated.

The first step was to combine conditions found on the pool site with documentation of climatological information from the San Juan area. These studies spanned several months and served to locate wind directions and velocities over the pool and surrounding area. Next, a model of the pool and nearby ocean and upwind topographic features was built to a scale of one inch equals ten feet. The model was placed in the tunnel, which was adjusted to simulate gusty wind.

Using flow visualization techniques with helium bubbles, modifications were made in the model to resolve the severe gusts over the racing pool and high boards. A high, perforated wall was placed east of the diving pool and a low perforated wall was placed along the upper edge of the bleacher. These, combined with high trees placed on the windward side of the pool, reduced velocities to minimal levels.

At this point, architects Bonilla Norat-Oliver Smith were commissioned to redesign the stadium so it would double the grandstand capacity and to provide a roof over the seats. As models of possible new designs were made and tested in the tunnel, it became apparent that the addition of these features created new wind problems, particularly in the grandstand area.

A solution was finally found utilizing the angled roofs of the grandstands to skip the wind over the pool and seating areas. The perforated walls were retained to control winds at the pool and diving board.

The new pool complex is now under construction. Wind tunnel study techniques made it possible to solve this problem prior to construction, thus avoiding costly postconstruction adaptation.

Mr. Crump, associate professor of architecture at Cornell University, contributed "Games That Buildings Play with Winds" to the Journal (March 1974).
As Shand, Morahan's share of ENR top 500 design and construction firms continues to increase, we are pleased to report that our medium and small architect and engineer client list grows right along with them.

That's because, large or small, all Shand, Morahan accounts enjoy the same high standard of attention, service and expertise. And they all share the same distinct advantage that only our claims-made liability protection provides.

Claims-made increasingly is becoming the preferred form of liability coverage for professionals across the board—including insurance professionals. Shand, Morahan is America's second largest underwriting manager of claims-made E&O for architects and engineers. And our continuity with these policy-holders is among the best in the industry.
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A Style Behind Which a Reformist Impulse Lurked


"‘Queen Anne’ has comparatively little to do with Queen Anne," begins Mark Girouard in a fascinating story of the merry romp of Richard Norman Shaw, Edward Godwin, Kate Greenaway and Walter Crane through the ruins of the English past and whatever else struck their fancy to create a new image. The result, the Queen Anne, was unorthodox and a direct challenge to the older generation.

Reacting to the ponderous seriousness of the High Victorians, a younger generation, the "fashionable set," valued suave manners and taste over morality, and "art" over didacticism. This group purchased the new style and it quickly dominated the new Board Schools, the Chelsea Embankment, Tite Street, Cadogan Square, Bedford Park and the "high" and "low" architecture of the seaside and pubs.

Composed of features drawn from the British past, a little genuine Queen Anne, some Wren, Georgian and Robert Adam, challenging and engaging architecture. A era lly constructed out of red brick with British past, a little genuine Queen Anne, movement that took such joy hard to be completely serious about a study of Richard Norman Shaw's designs chased the new style and it quickly dominated in its own day and even now it is such a serious tone to his work that to reduce him to a frivolous phrase is an error. Behind the superficial elements of Queen Anne a reformist impulse lurked, and this fact should be stressed.

The Burlington Magazine in 1882 described an imaginary house of Mr. Philistine Jones: "He has a dado, and blue and white china may be spied in nooks and corners—he has eschewed gilt—he has ceased to care for stucco—he lives in a Queen Anne house and actually has begun to think about the shape of his jugs. This improvement is rapidly spreading through all classes of society—good taste is no longer an expensive luxury to indulge in."

A parody—the quotation indicates both the reform aspect of the Queen Anne and the methods of accomplishment, not simply by architecture but also the associated arts. Considerable energy went into the creation of "The House Beautiful"; furniture of several styles from William Morris' Sussex chair to the Sheraton and Chippendale revivals, and Godwin's Japanese idiom were produced along with wallpapers, fabrics, fittings, china and other items. Gardens and dress (especially for women and children) came under scrutiny. Children's books illustrated by Randolph Caldecott and Kate Greenaway are part of the movement. Queen Anne was a thoroughgoing attempt to alter life styles.

The Queen Anne, of course, had considerable influence in the U.S., especially in the national guise of the "shingle style" and the "modern colonial" of McKim, Mead & White, Robert S. Peabody, Arthur Little and others. Girouard has an important chapter on this aspect and adds some new information on how Queen Anne and associated decorative arts came to this country. He also notes variations outside the Eastern watering hole circuit, such as San Francisco, St. Paul, Minn., and suburbs across the U.S. that are equally worthy of recognition and study.

Sweetness and Light is as important a book as Girouard's earlier Victorian Country Houses (1971). He writes with wit and verve that is sadly absent in most architectural history. The Queen Anne was an important movement of the 19th century—the self-consciousness of the continued on page 68
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The Awesome Solennity


Louis Grodecki, a teacher of medieval art at the University of Paris, has produced a handsome book, containing a text of scholarly merit and 440 carefully selected illustrations to show the reader how Gothic architecture developed.

The pointed arch, an ancient form, arrived from the East with the Moors in Spain and then appeared in the rest of Europe in the 11th century. Gothic construction, previously unknown, through vaulting, arching, buttressing and pinning, created a system of opposing thrusts and vertical pressures which could withstand sinking and buckling, making possible thinner walls, greater window space and the addition of great height in interior space. The huge Gothic cathedrals, enhanced by the addition of mystical light passing through enormous stained glass windows, is a symbol of Christian expression. Visions of Paradise are formed by the towers and pinnacles.

The author traces the development of Early Gothic from Norman Romanesque in the 12th century. He tells of the importance of St. Denis, Sens and other cathedrals, particularly the prodigious influence that Laon had in northern France and adjacent areas, spreading the new Gothic architecture. At this point, however, the reader is weighted down by descriptions of obscure churches for which there are no illustrations. At times, the text becomes a mere recitation of facts gleaned from already produced studies which are acknowledged in the bibliography.

But we do learn. The early working of vaulting and buttressing to produce height, space and light and the awesome solemnity of Gothic ecclesiastical architecture is illustrated and discussed for a great variety of cathedrals, churches, abbeys and monasteries. Interesting facts disclose characteristics in the architecture based solely on regional influences.

A brief description of the early Gothic expansion in the 12th century outside France into England and areas of Europe discloses that the native Gothic influence forcefully established itself, although the French contacts were present. English Gothic developed from the French and affected what was happening in Norway. A much slower growth of Early Gothic occurred in Germany and the Holy Roman Empire. Strong Romanesque architectural preference delayed the Gothic spirit, but there are evidences of Gothic infiltration during this time. In Italy, San Francesco of Assisi, built in the 13th century, was the Gothic forerunner. Spain, tied to early influence from France and Burgundy and the expansion of Cistercian and Cluniac monasteries, became an Early Gothic convert.

After the long experiment in the 13th century, Classical or High Gothic made its appearance with the full blossoming and perfect balance of Gothic architecture. The cathedral plans of Chartres, Reims, Amiens, Bourges and others presented in this book illustrate the symmetry of form achieved. With the building of Chartres, cathedral construction changed and immediately influenced Soisson, Reims and Amiens. Interesting histories of both Chartres and Reims are given, plus descriptions of the construction of more and more elaborate cathedrals until we reach Beauvais. This last colossal cathedral suffered the collapse of its vaults (eventually rebuilt), but the era ended.

A different architecture evolved in northern France and Burgundy, and there are good illustrations of this nonmonumental architecture. The French gradually produced what became the Rayonnant or court style, a lighter and airier Gothic architecture, reducing the size of the structures and thus reducing the wall thickness. By bringing window levels lower but still achieving a soaring effect with high stained glass walls supported by abutments on the exterior, a jewel such as Sainte-Chapelle became the glorious example of this lighter, smaller expression of Gothic progression.

In England, Gothic sources can be traced to Canterbury and the Cistercian abbeys in the north and to Worcester Cathedral in the southwest. There is a slight difficulty with the text here, for Canterbury is positively identified as the first Gothic structure and later becomes "not the unique point of entry." There is good exposition on the difference between English and French Gothic architecture, with illustrations of the elaborate vaulting and rich decoration by the English.

In Germany and the Holy Roman Empire, there was early and strong opposition to the Gothic style. The Romanesque tradition was deeply embedded, but by 1250 there was a gradual infiltration by way of Strasbourg. In Cologne, the cathedral was patterned after Amiens but introduced its own Gothic ideas. The Dominicans and Franciscans established themselves in German cities and the rise of the bourgeois expanded their power. These orders started with sober structures but after 1300 simplicity gradually evolved into the elaborate.

The 13th century in Italy saw its first Gothic structures rise in Assisi and Bologna. The cathedral in Siena, started in 1250, spent its next 150 years being architecturally altered so that it is now "one of the most monumental failures in the history of Italian adaptation to Gothic." The Palazzo Publico, unlike the failed cathedral, was "city planned" in the 14th century and is the beautiful center space for regulated architecture on its perimeter, some of which contains medieval art masterpieces. The Gothic municipal buildings, palazzos, castles, bell towers and the delights of Venice follow in orderly description.

A number of interesting influences are seen in Spain. The Romanesque was adapted from France in northern Spain. In the south, the Muslims left their building techniques and decoration which were firmly fixed before Islam was thrust out. The Gothic of France became an influence in the 13th century, but the Spanish used their own interpretation of the style.

By the 16th century, Gothic architecture continued on page 70
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had become a Spanish, Muslim, French, Rhenish and Flemish combination of sumptuous show to overwhelm.

Portugese Gothic is discussed in a short but fascinating account. The Cistercians built a monastery in Alcobaca in the 12th century which is still there in all its Gothic glory. The Dominican Church of Santa Maria de Vitoria, Batalha, erected in the 14th century, is beautifully revealed in both prose and picture as are other Gothic gems in Portugal.

The book concludes with a fine potpourri of French and other architecture of the late Middle Ages, and a summary relates the growth of Gothic from its French beginnings and gradual spread into the Western world. The vigor of Gothic architecture remains as a testament to medieval man, who created an enormous architectural history in Gothic construction. One gains a large insight into the accomplishment from the pages of this book. Elizabeth and Robert Class

Pocket Guide to the Location of Art in the United States. Originated by Mary Douglass Freeman; compiled by Emma Lila Fundaburk. Luverne, Ala.: Emma Lila Fundaburk (P.O. Box 231, Luverne, Ala. 36049), 1977. 314 pp. $5, plus 50 cents shipping, paperbound; $10, plus 75 cents shipping, hardbound.

There is so much information jammed into this book that it is difficult to use, but the conscientious seeker of art will find it most worthwhile. Art is defined to include not only the visual arts, but also architecture, and even festivals. Arranged alphabetically by state, the book guides the user to the arts of each state's cities and towns. It gives information on such an array of topics as museums, galleries and art centers; art fairs, festivals, parades and competitions; exhibitions and collections; selected artworks and sculpture gardens; historic and other interesting structures; art councils, clubs, associations and historical societies; chambers of commerce, commercial galleries and other sources; brochures, articles and books about art in a particular area.

There is one state which this user knows well, namely South Carolina. The section on this state outlines, of course, the wonders of Charleston and of Brookgreen Garden. But it also indicates that the hamlet of Roebuck possesses the attraction of Walnut Grove plantation, built about 1765, and that the town of St. Matthews possesses a county historical museum.

The compiler says the effort took "long years of work." It's no wonder. It is recommended to all libraries, and to travelers.


County courthouses provide an interesting commentary on the social, historic and cultural significance of the courts in the time when they were erected. They also reflect America's changing architectural styles over the course of history. This picture book of all the known county courthouses built before 1900 that were still standing in 1976 shows New York State's varied and diverse legal history. It also reveals equally as much about the architecture that was deemed fit to contain and express the law.

There are several photographs of each courthouse, as well as a concise history of its architecture and construction. Even more fascinating, perhaps, are the sketches on what went on in some of the courthouses. For example, a trial in the Herkimer County courthouse gave Theodore Dreiser the basis for his An American Tragedy. Susan B. Anthony, the pioneering suffragette, was tried in the Ontario County courthouse. The New York County courthouse is a monument to Boss Tweed who promised the people a courthouse worthy of the city. He provided them with such a structure but at an astronomical cost.

The book will interest scholars of American architecture and of law, as well as admirers of the Empire State.
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Alaskans to Vote on Plan For Building Capital City

Alaska's legislature spent the last session, ended this month, in the preparation of an omnibus bill that would authorize the building of a new capital city 70 miles north of Anchorage. On Nov. 4, the people of Alaska will vote for or against an authorization in general obligation bonds. It is estimated that the cost to the state of building the new city and of moving the capital from Juneau will amount to about $1.4 billion. Total cost, including private funding by developers, is estimated at approximately $3.5 billion.

It is reported in the press that some Alaskans are worrying about the project because revenues from the new pipeline are estimated at $100 million less in 1978 than anticipated. Those in opposition to the new capital have insisted that all cost be done, including inflation to the 1994 target date at 8 percent per year. The anticipation is that government will grow at 6 percent per year. Opponents of the project hope that it will be abandoned if the people have to pay for it solely from taxes.

Earlier, an invitational design competition, overseen by the new capital site planning commission, resulted in the acceptance of a concept developed by a San Francisco joint venture architectural and urban design team of Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell-Sedway/Cooke (see Feb., p. 14). A final concept was presented to the legislature in March.

Henrik Bull, FAIA, a principal in the architectural firm, says that the emphasis in the design of the new capital "was on bringing nature into every part of the city and making the surrounding wilderness accessible to all parts." The plan, he says, was also dictated by a "simple bus transit system which puts over 70 percent of the people within 1,000 feet of the line." The joint venture has now completed the work for which it was under contract.

Currently, an exhibit consisting of a 24-square-foot illuminated site model and eight 12-foot-square multicolored panels depicting aspects of the proposed new city has been "on the road" over the state to let the people of Alaska know about the plans for their new capital city to be built on a 102-square-mile site which is on a broad plateau about 700 feet above the Susitna Valley floor, wrapped around the slopes of Mount Bullion with beautiful vistas of Mount McKinley.

The current concept is expected to be fully executed by 1994 for a projected city of 37,500 inhabitants. The first phase of building the city would be finished in 1982. If the bond authorization is passed, the following 18 months would be used in site preparation and for engineering, planning and design necessary for refining a detailed development plan.

The natural site has dictated land use (photo of model, above). About three-fourths of the site would remain open space with only access corridors. Special areas of beauty would be set aside and never built upon. Trail systems would run along major park corridors or parallel a busway. Smaller paths would connect housing clusters to schools, and neighborhoods to each other. Major automobile roadways would flow on two arterials—a crosstown parkway and a loop road to serve the two town centers.

The design concept for the new city embraces such principles as a strong downtown for state governmental functions and major business and commercial activities; the maintenance of a city size suitable for walking between places as an alternative to private automobiles; compactness of development for land and energy conservation; neighborhoods of mixed housing and shopping facilities, with small residential clusters.

The downtown area would contain more than 2.3 million square feet of governmental services space and 300,000

continued on page 74
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square feet of major retail space. The joint venture team has proposed a "commons" to serve as a community gathering place and a spot where legislators could gather on an informal basis. There would be a convention hotel and other tourist accommodations, performing and visual arts center, library, museum, university extension, churches and indoor and outdoor recreational facilities. Some apartments, condominiums and town houses would be sited in the downtown.

Two village centers would contain 13 acres of commercial services, a high school and/or junior high school of 40 acres and two or three churches. There would be an array of housing choices. The plan provides for 1,245 low-density, single-family lots; 2,500 medium-density single-family lots; 3,740 town houses and single-family clusters; 1,250 mobile home spaces and 3,740 apartments. The centers would be close to shops and services.

According to a report to the people of Alaska prepared by the new capital site planning commission that was distributed in 15 state newspapers, the new capital city would have many designers. "It is the nature of this plan that it not be designed all at once and by a select few, regardless of their talents. The plan anticipates the building of the city over a long period of time with many individuals responsible for separate parts," the report says. It says that each private building will find "its own appropriate expression. The public buildings, too, will vary in architectural form as they will in size, purpose and the time of their construction."

A design review process is envisioned to "allow a proper dialogue between the public's interest in the environment and those private rights and interests expressed in individual projects." The process will require that every builder consider the environmental impacts of his work.

**'78 Reynolds Prize Won By Georgia Tech Student**

Roberto E. Paredes, a fifth-year architectural student at the Georgia Institute of Technology, has won first place in the 1978 Reynolds aluminum prize for architectural students. His design (model above) is for a prototype health center that would provide comprehensive medical services for rural areas. The $5,000 prize will be divided by Paredes and his school. The award, administered by AIA, is given annually "for the best original design in which creative use of aluminum is an important contributing factor."

Certificates of excellence were awarded to Allen T. Koster, University of California at Berkeley, for a design which provides for factory-produced housing, and to Gary K. Kauakami, University of Hawaii, for a solar control system that can be added to slab-type apartment buildings.

The first place entry is designed to be mass-produced. The facility, affiliated with a nearby hospital, would help alleviate the problem of unavailability of health care in areas of up to 10,000 population. The energy-conscious design has a southern-facing, flexible fabric wall which doubles as a solar collector making the facility totally self-sufficient for heating and cooling requirements, says Paredes.

The jury consisted of Roger H. Clark, AIA (chairman), North Carolina State University; J. Norwood Bosserman, FAIA, University of Virginia; Daniel T. Dolan, student at Yale University and 1977 winner; Patsy Orton, student at the University of Florida, and Loren A. Steel, student at Kansas State University.

**AIA Ascertains Number of Registered U.S. Architects**

If you go to the Census Bureau to find out how many architects there are in this country, you will be confused by the figures. The total includes marine architects, draftsmen and many other categories. The guesses about the number of architects will vary according to the sources consulted. One reason for this confusion is that the term "architect" is not defined. If you want to know how many registered practitioners there are, however, AIA has arrived at what is probably the most accurate figure to date. The number as of April 26, 1978, was 55,218.

The elusive number was a concern of William S. Slayton, Hon. AIA, when he was executive vice president of the Institute. In an effort to arrive at a fairly accurate figure, he requested each AIA state component organization to provide him with its state licensing board's roster of registered architects. This alone was not enough to give an accurate figure, of course, because one architect may be registered to practice in several states.

The next step, then, was to call in Tom Ainsworth, manager of data processing at AIA. He explains the process that followed, which required a year to complete: "With the aid of a computer and a clerk's eyeball, we attempted to delete from the total list the names of architects continued on page 77
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Why the best seal is also the best cure.

Proper curing. Without it, concrete dries quickly and doesn't build its full-strength potential. But when new concrete and terrazzo floors are kept moist over a period of time, an increase of up to 270% in compression strength is possible, according to a study made by the Portland Cement Association. And that's where Hillyard Cem-Seal® II comes in.

Cem-Seal II is a clear, non-yellowing copolymer seal and curing compound. One coat sprayed on concrete and terrazzo floors forms a clear membrane surface barrier that holds moisture in the mix over the proper hydration period. Moisture is allowed to escape very slowly as vapor.

And while Cem-Seal II is protecting the surface against penetration of outside moisture, stains and soil, it's also producing a water-tight, dense, hard floor. One that has higher wear-resistance and won't be affected by the worst threat of all — freezing, expanding water under its surface.

Cem-Seal II saves you time and inconvenience by eliminating any need for yellowing copolymer seal and curing compound. For complete details, write or call:

Hillyard Floor Treatments, 302 North Fourth Street.
St. Joseph, Missouri 64502 (816) 233-1221

06-78 70 Years of Quality in Professional Floor Care Products.
Going on from page 74 with similar addresses.” Thus, as far as humanly possible, duplications were weeded out in arriving at the figure of 55,218.

Richard Freeman, group executive for component/information at AIA, under whose supervision the final compilation was made, concedes there may be an error of 3 percent or more. He calls the figure of April 26 “a Polaroid shot of the situation as it was on that day.”

According to the computer printout, there were 66,160 registrations. A total of 10,942 duplicate registrations were deleted in coming up with the 55,218 figure. Of this number, 27,327 are members of AIA, or about 50 percent.

In a comparison with the American Bar Association, it was ascertained that in March of this year about 52 percent of the nation’s lawyers belong to ABA. At that time, ABA had 225,964 members and estimated that there were 431,918 lawyers.

The American Medical Association reported that in December 1976 it had between 205,000 and 210,000 members. AMA’s estimate of the total number of doctors at that time was put at 409,446. Hence, roughly 50 percent of the doctors belong to AMA.

**AIA/AIA Foundation Gives $111,400 in Scholarships**

The AIA/AIA Foundation scholarship committee recently awarded scholarships to 97 persons for continuing study in accredited schools of architecture. The 1978/79 winners were selected from 264 applicants. Total funds available amount to $111,400 from 13 scholarship funds. This year’s awards to individual students range from $500 to $2,000.

Scholarships are given in two categories: to students in either of the last two years in an accredited first professional degree program and to holders of a first professional degree who wish to continue in the field of architectural study and research. Two of the 1978/79 scholarships are for its program of displaying, preserving and interpreting historic vessels.

**National Trust Efforts in Preservation**

The National Trust for Historic Preservation has selected 1978 winners of awards for achievements in the field of historic preservation. The awards were presented in May during ceremonies marking national historic preservation week.

The following received the David E. Finley award for “outstanding achievement in the protection, restoration and interpretation of sites, buildings, architecture, districts and objects significant in American history and culture at the state or national level”:• The Garden Club of Virginia, for the preservation and restoration of 23 historic gardens in the state.

• John L. Cotter of Philadelphia, for “his distinguished service for more than 35 years as an archeologist. . .

• Historic Green Springs, Louisa County, Va., for its “long and tenacious struggle to preserve the area’s historic environment.”

• Mystic Seaport, Inc., Mystic, Conn., for its program of displaying, preserving and interpreting historic vessels.

• Roosevelt University and Mrs. John V. Spachner of Chicago, for the restoration of the Auditorium Building and Theater by Adler & Sullivan.

For “outstanding achievement in special areas in support of historic preservation, though not necessarily in preservation itself,” the Gordon Gray award was given to:

• Nellie L. Longsworth of Washington, D.C., executive director of the national lobbying group Preservation Action.

• City of Cambridge, Mass., for publication of the Survey of Architectural History in Cambridge.

• Mrs. Gray D. Boone of Tuscaloosa, Ala., editor and publisher of Antique Monthly and The Gray Letter.

Four banks in Oak Park, Ill., for financial support of the purchases of the Frank Lloyd Wright home and studio.

The National Trust’s president’s award for “achievement in preservation that is of significance to the community” was presented to the following:
AIA Headquarters Staff: Changes and Additions

Nancy Truscott has assumed the position of general counsel for AIA. She has been assistant secretary and legal counsel since Oct. 1976.

Alan Stover, AIA, will work with Mrs. Truscott as deputy legal counsel. He has been director of documents for AIA since June '74. In his position as deputy legal counsel, Stover will also act as counsel to the documents committee and counsel to the national judicial committee.

Robert Packard, AIA, will become the director of the newly consolidated documents/graphic standards division within the practice and design department. Packard will continue as an editor of the revised edition of Architectural Graphics Standards and assume the additional responsibility of overall coordinator of the AIA documents program.

Jim Schuping has been promoted to the position of administrator of component affairs. Schuping has been with AIA since Jan. 1977 as director of local component services and membership coordinator.

Tom Bennett will succeed Mrs. Truscott as assistant secretary. He worked as an assistant to a U.S. congressman and senator before coming to AIA in 1971.

He first was director of Congressional liaison and, since 1975, has been the director of state component affairs.

Architect/attorney Dale R. Ellickson, AIA, has joined AIA as assistant director of the practice division. He will help focus greater attention on professional liability concerns, strengthen programs that generate major practice-oriented publications and help administer and edit manuscripts for AIA practice publications.

Ellickson received a bachelor of architecture degree from the University of Minnesota and a law degree from the Atlanta Law School. In Atlanta, he managed a variety of architectural and planning projects including work on that city's proposed subway system. He also practiced law with an Atlanta firm and worked two years as an urban designer for the new town of Jonathan, Minn.

Another new staff member is Marisa Ramirez de Arellano, AIA, who is deputy director of professional interest programs. She is a graduate of Carnegie-Mellon University, was an architect with the federal bureau of prisons, a planner with the Pittsburgh department of city planning and had an architectural practice in Washington, D.C., before joining the staff of the Institute.

Robert Rosenfeld is changing desks at continued on page 80

Bruning's PD80 engineering copier lets you breathe a lot easier.

The ammonia-free PD80 is odorless and ventless. With instant on-off and convenient 115-volt operation, it delivers dry prints of your drawings in seconds.

Our rental plan with option to buy means no capital investment, no long-term commitment. And it's only $40 a month.

![Bruning's PD80 engineering copier](image)

The PD80 is backed by the Bruning tradition of service and support to the engineering profession.

Breathe easier. Call your local Bruning Office or write Bruning, 1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, Illinois 60173.

*Rate subject to change

with new Spectra-Glaze®

VARI-TONE™ glazed block walls...INSIDE and OUT.


One trade. Job-site delivery. 72 colors. Plain, scored, variegated & sculptured faces (Photo, right, above, shows VARI-TONE™ face section actual size).

*U.S. Pat. Off., Can. & other countries by The Burns & Russell Co. Box 6063-J, Baltimore, Md 21231. Phone 301/837-0720 4.4/Bu in SWEET'S

PERMANENT EXTERIOR FINISH AT LOWEST COST!
Paddock pioneered the Pipeless Pool Perimeter.
Paddock perfected Pipeless Pool Systems.
Over 2000 installations attest to Paddock's superiority.

Since 1920, Paddock of California has led the industry in every major advancement in swimming pool design and construction. Their pipeless system of pool water recirculation has been field proven in over 2000 installations throughout the country.

Only Paddock offers the SCRS® System. A pool perimeter recirculation system that responds automatically and instantaneously to the swimmers and their type of activity in the pool. Pool water level, overflow channel flow rate, action of surge weirs and main drain are monitored continuously and activated automatically to provide the most efficient water recirculation available.

Pipeless Recirculating Systems and Stainless Steel Walls
For new pools or remodeling existing pools.

Paddock proudly announces a new filtering concept! The Vacuum High Flow Sand Filter. With flow rates up to 20 GPM/SF. Paddock's new VSC discharges a filter effluent of high quality than many vacuum DE Filters...It backwashes without a pump...Uses no filter aid...The tank is open for continuous inspection...Sound interesting? Write or call for full particulars, your inquiry will receive immediate consideration.

Paddock POOL EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 511
555 Paddock Parkway
Rock Hill, South Carolina, 29730
Telephone: (803) 324-1111
Deaths
Edward O. Anderson, Salt Lake City
Byron H. Becker, Phoenix
W. C. Bierrum, Kalispell, Mont.
Willard R. Burks Jr., Pine Bluff, Ark.
Edwin G. Charle, St. Louis
Howard T. Chow, Los Angeles
Horace M. Coy, Toledo, Ohio
Benedict Farrar, St. Louis
Horace M. Coy, Toledo, Ohio
Howard T. Chow, Los Angeles
Frederick C. Hummel, Boise, Idaho
Ross R. Hutchason, La Canada, Calif.
Joseph Levy Jr., Brooklyn, N.Y.
James D. Lorenz, Dayton, Ohio
Robert M. Miller, Albany, N.Y.
Joseph J. Patterson, FAIA, Fort Worth, Tex.
Eugene H. Paulus, Versailles, Mo.
Emmit M. Robison, Kansas City, Mo.
E. J. Rutledge, Scranton, Pa.
Howard C. Snyder, Yonkers, N.Y.
Walter D. Spelman, Rockville Centre, N.Y.

Newslines
The Historic House Association has been established through the efforts of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. HHA will represent the interests of private owners of historic houses before government bodies and will provide its members with information on sources of money, programs and laws affecting their properties. James C. Massey will serve as executive director of the new organization. The HHA headquarters are at the Decatur House, 740-748 Jackson Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Architects' drawings as an art form was the subject of a recent exhibit entitled "Imaginary Architecture" on New York City's Wall Street. Sponsored by New York University's graduate school of business administration, the aim was to show the business community how the architect's original vision moves from the first sketch to final reality. The work of four young architects—Francoise Bollack, Tom Killian, Geraldine Pontius and David Prendergast—was shown. All are employed by architectural firms in Manhattan.

A program of obtaining artworks has been initiated by the Veterans Administration. The artworks, to be installed in and around VA facilities, are aimed at improving the environment for patients, staff and visitors. Most of the artworks will be designed as permanent parts of each building project, although some art will be bought separately. For information, contact Blake J. Ratliff, (202) 389-2911.

Douglas Bruce Eason of Clemson, S.C., and Margaret Moore of Albuquerque, N.M., have been awarded graduate fellowships in health facility design, given annually by AIA and the American Hospital Association.

"Urban Law and Policy" is the title of a new periodical to be published quarterly by the North Holland Publishing Co., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Edited by Patrick McAuslan of England and Otto J. Hetzel, Wayne State University law school, the concern of the magazine is the impact and role of law and urbanization on each other. Subscriptions are $46 yearly.
HERE’S WHY:
BCEC is the only show covering all facets of building and construction.
Hundreds of major manufacturers participate in the BCEC’s three big divisions - GENERAL BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION, the world’s largest ENERGY DIVISION including Alternate Energy and Energy Conservation products and the MACHINERY, TOOLS and MATERIALS HANDLING DIVISION.
These manufacturers offer you the chance to inspect, compare and evaluate the thousands of new products, materials, techniques, systems and services that will affect your business in the year to come and for years in the future.
HERE’S WHO ATTENDS:
An independent survey revealed that 64% of the attendees responding visited only one show in the building and construction industry in the past two years -- that show -- the BCEC. BCEC is the only show they all attend: architects, engineers, builders, developers, contractors, owners, operators, dealers, remodelers, designers, manufacturers as well as financial executives and government officials.

DOWN TO EARTH CONFERENCES:
The BCEC/Producers’ Council conference program brings together leading industry innovators who share their accumulated knowledge and insights in seminars on such vitally important topics as GROWTH POTENTIAL: New Opportunities in the Residential & Non-Residential Markets, ENERGY: Construction Opportunities and a Report on Current Government Action, INCREASING YOUR BUSINESS: New Ways -- A Look at Successful Case Histories and others.

REGISTER IN ADVANCE and save time and money. Clip this form and mail today for your exposition badge and advance conference tickets.

EXPOSITION: Upon receipt of your completed preregistration form and $2.00 you will be preregistered and a badge will be prepared to admit you to the exhibits for the full 3-day period. At-show registration fee is $5.00.

CONFERENCE: To obtain your conference tickets and your detailed conference program, please complete and mail the appropriate portion of this form, together with a check made payable to BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE. Full program is $55. One day is $35. This includes exhibits.

EXHIBIT SPACE INFORMATION: Send for floor plans and complete exhibit data by marking the appropriate box.

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND THE BCEC Show and Conference.

PREREgISTER NOW FOR EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE -- SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Pre-registration Fee for the Show with this Coupon ONLY $2.00
At-Show Registration $5.00 YOU SAVE $3.00

PLEASE CHECK BUSINESS AND JOB FUNCTION TO COMPLETE THIS FORM
A. ( ) Architect F. ( ) Aplt. Owner/Oper. 1. ( ) President/Owner/Principal, Partner
B. ( ) Engineer G. ( ) Manufacturer 2. ( ) Vice President/General Manager/Superintendent
C. ( ) Builder/Developer H. ( ) Dealer/Distributor 3. ( ) Project Manager/Job Captain/Specifier
D. ( ) Bldg. Owner/Oper. I. ( ) Please indicate ________ 4. ( ) Sales/Marketing/Advertising
E. ( ) Contractor J. ( ) Interior Design 5. ( ) Purchasing/Plant Engineer/Foreman

( ) Full Conference (Mon., Tues., Wed., including Show) .. $55.00 ( ) Send Hotel Information
( ) Tuesday Only Conference including Show ........... $35.00 ( ) Send Exhibit Space Data
( ) Wednesday Only Conference including Show .......... $35.00 ( ) Show Only -- Advance with this coupon . . . . $2.00

DEADLINE FOR THIS PREREGISTRATION IS OCTOBER 1, 1978. AFTER THAT DATE BRING FORM TO SHOW.

MAIL TO: BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE
331 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10017 (212) 682-4802
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Stark Acoustical Tile absorbs sound and reduces sound transmission. Lets you design noise control into problem areas.

Stark Ceramics, Inc.
P.O. Box 8880
Canton, OH 44711

Call toll free 1-800-321-0662
(In Ohio, call collect 216-488-1211)

Stark Structural Tile is:
- Glazed Facing Tile
- Acoustical Tile
- Textured Tile
- Textured Acoustical Tile
  - also utility and lustre finish utility brick and High Brick.
Some houses were never meant to be painted.

Nothing you can use preserves and protects the natural beauty of wood better than Olympic Stain. All Olympic Stains are factory formulated with the best possible pigment balance for perfect uniformity.

When homes deserve beautiful, natural protection against the effects of sun, rain and harsh climates, they deserve Olympic Stain. For more information about oil or acrylic latex stains, consult the 1978 Sweet's Catalog. For samples on wood, write: Olympic, Dept. S, 2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.

Circle 28 on information card